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Abstract

Smart TV, also known as Connected TV, is the new generation of tele-
vision. It can be connected to the internet and enables the user to surf
the web and use TV specific applications. The TV applications avail-
able today however are more like smartphone applications shown on a
big screen. Applications should take advantage of the fact that they are
located on a TV and make use of TV specific content. Smart TV can
engage the viewer by a more interactive way of ”watching” TV.

The way TV consumers watch TV today has been analysed and a change
in consumer behaviour has occurred over the last decade. The TV view-
ers have gone from a relaxed TV mood with all focus directed towards
the TV to a multitasking mood, using second screens for additional ac-
tivities related, as well as unrelated, to what is on the TV. People want to
engage in a more interactive way of watching TV and this is especially
true for so called ”borderless” consumers which include people that like
and owns technical devices.

In this thesis a prototype of a Smart TV application that takes advantage
of the content available on the TV, called Quiz TV, was developed. It
engages the user in a more interactive way of watching TV and lets the
user play a quiz about what is shown on the TV while watching it. This
can be done alone, together or against others. The results from a user
test of the prototype show that most of the users would play the game
if it existed for real and would like a more interactive way of watching
TV.

As people already have an active way of watching TV, and would prefer
an even more interactive one, the future of the Smart TV and the Quiz
TV application is seen as promising.
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1 Introduction

More and more devices are connected to the Internet and researches are pointing towards
a future Smart home where all technical devices are linked and communicating. Ericsson
thinks that there will be more than 50 billion connected devices by 2020 including everyday
consumer electronics, industry devices and vehicles[1]. The next thing to get connected is
the TV.

Smart TV, also known as Connected TV, is a television set or setup box that can be con-
nected to the internet through an Ethernet cable or by a wireless connection to the home
network. When connected to the network the TV can communicate with other devices on
the same network like computers, smartphones and tablets and pass content between them.
The user can also download TV specific applications to their Smart TV[2]. Although the
TV applications available today are more like smartphone applications but shown on a big
screen, see Section 3.3. However they should make use of the fact that they are located on
a TV and take advantage of the content available on the TV. The Smart TV could provide
a more interactive way of watching TV, but is this something that todays TV consumers
would like?

This master thesis will explore the possibility to develop Smart TV applications that take
advantage of the fact that they are located on a TV, uses TV related content and, if desired by
the TV consumers, engage the user in a more interactive way of ”watching” TV. Different
ways to interact with a TV will also be analysed and the best ways for performing different
tasks will be determined.

1.1 Goals

This master thesis project will explore the possibilities of developing Smart TV applications
that takes advantages of the content available on the TV and, if desirable, engage the user in
a more interactive way of watching TV. The thesis goal is to answer the following questions:

• How do you develop Smart TV applications that take advantages of the content on
the TV?

• Do people want to interact with the TV while watching it or is the TV a product
that takes the viewers to another world where they can relax and avoid engaging
themselves?

• What way of interacting with the TV is the easiest to use for different types of tasks?

A prototype of a Smart TV application that uses available content on the TV will also
be implemented and user tested. Depending on the answer to the previous question the
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application will be designed either to be used while watching TV, to encourage a more
interactive way of watching TV, or as a stand-alone application.

To do this the following sub goals was stated:

• Investigate how to develop applications for Smart TV.

• Examine if different Smart TV platform providers have different guidelines for de-
veloping applications.

• Look into what type of content that is available to retrieve from the TV.

• Perform a usability test to determine what way of interacting with a Smart TV that is
the easiest to use for different kinds of actions.

• Investigate how TV consumers watch TV today.

• Perform a literature study about peoples willingness to interact with the TV.

• Design and user test a prototype of a Smart TV application that takes advantage of
the TV content.

• Make a refined prototype of the application based on the results of the user test.

The end result of this project will consist of information of peoples’ willingness to interact
while watching TV, the best ways to interact with a TV for specific actions, guidelines on
how to develop TV applications and finally a prototype of an interactive TV application.

1.2 Limitations

The Smart TV available during this master thesis was a Samsung Smart TV UE40ES5500.
This model does not support Samsung Smart Interaction functionalities as voice and ges-
ture control. That complicated the analyse of which way of interacting with a Smart TV
that was the most suitable for different kinds of actions. Since voice and gesture control
are ground breaking technologies the evaluator found it very important to include them in
the evaluation. The solution was to analyse YouTube clips of already existing evaluations
and demonstrations of these two ways of controlling the TV. The YouTube clips chosen was
published by; Samsung for a commercial purpose, professional reviewers for an informa-
tional purpose and from actual users that wants to demonstrate and have their say about
their new product. The YouTube clips gave a good picture of how well voice and gesture
control worked today and the conclusions that could be drawn from their ability to perform
different kinds of actions was said to be of a valid level.

During the usability evaluation of the remaining ways to interact with the TV the NGOMSL
method was chosen, see Section 3.2 for further information about the method. Some un-
certainties were encountered on how to calculate the learnability and execution time de-
scribed by David Kieras in his book ”A Guide to GOMS Model Usability Evaluation using
NGOMSL”[3]. No further clearance was found in other literature or when asking usability
professors at Umeå University. Since the goal with this evaluation is to compare different
ways to interacting with a TV with each other, and not to calculate the exact execution and
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learning time, a potential error in the calculations was not important. Since all calculations
are done in the same way the potential error should be consistent trough all learning and
execution times and comparisons between them should not be significantly effected. The
interpretation of how to calculate the execution and learning times were therefore said to be
correct and used in the evaluation.

1.3 Outline

Chapter 2 presents the outline of the project divided into four phases. How the result of
the project is divided and summarised in different sections is also described to support the
reading.

Chapter 3 describes the definition of the Smart TV and how to develop Smart TV appli-
cations in Section 3.1. Which way to interact with a Smart TV that is best for different
kinds of actions are described in Section 3.2. Applications that are available for Smart TV
today are listed in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 describes problems with the current Smart
TV industry.

Included in the development section are guidelines for how to develop user friendly Smart
TV applications described in Section 3.1.1. Different Smart TV platform providers have
different guidelines and enable the applications to be shown in different ways described in
Section 3.1.2. The platform providers also supports functionality to retrieve different types
of TV related content from the TV which is described in Section 3.1.3. At last different
emulators and simulators recommended and provided by the Smart TV platform providers
are listed and described in Section 3.1.4.

Chapter 4 analyses the TV consumers today; how they watch TV, described in Section 4.1
and if they would like a more interactive way of watching TV in Section 4.2.

Chapter 5 describes the development process of the interactive TV application, Quiz TV,
that enables the users to engage in a more interactive way of watching TV by answering
questions related to the program watched. The goals with developing the application are
stated in Section 5.1 and how this application was chosen to be developed is described
in Section 5.2. Existing quiz applications are listed and analysed in Section 5.3 to get
inspiration on how to design the user interface for the application. A low-tech, paper-based
prototype was developed and is described in Section 5.4. The prototype was then user
tested in Section 5.5 and a redesign was made, described in Section 5.6, with the result
from the user test in mind in. Finally a high-tech prototype of the Quiz TV application was
implemented and the result is shown in Section 5.7.

Chapter 6 analyses the future of the Smart TV based on the result from TV consumers way
of watching TV today in Section 4.1, their willingness to engage in a more interactive way
of watching TV in Section 4.2 and future forecasts and surveys done by others.

Chapter 7 contains the overall result of the thesis and discusses the fulfilment of the goals
stated in Section 1.1.

Chapter 8 discusses the thesis work, the future of Smart TV, restrictions of a more interac-
tive way of watching TV as well as the Quiz TV application and further work.
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2 Developing process

The developing process covers the general methodology used while performing this project
and is divided into two sections. Section 2.1 presents the outline of work performed to reach
the stated goals in Section 1.1 and Section 2.2 describes how the result will be presented.

2.1 Project outline

To reach the goals stated in Section 1.1 the projects time-line was divided into four phases;
prestudy, design, implementation and a final phase.

Prestudy

1. Look into the definition and the possibilities of Smart TV

2. Gather knowledge about how to develop Smart TV applications

3. Investigate and compare different Smart TV platform providers guidelines for devel-
oping applications for their platform

4. Examine what type of TV specific content that can be retrieved from a Smart TV

5. Look into existing TV applications

6. Perform a usability test on which way to interact with the TV that suits best for
different types of actions

7. Investigate how people are watching TV today

8. Look into peoples willingness to interact with the TV by preforming a literature study

Design

1. Perform a brainstorming session to come up with Ideas for a TV application that takes
advantage of the content on the TV

2. Choose one idea with the result from the pre study in mind

3. Explore if there are some similar applications available today

4. Make a prototype of the application with the result from the prestudy in mind

5. Decide how to and perform a user test on the prototype

6. Redesign the prototype based on the result from the user test
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Implementation

1. Implement a prototype of the application that can be used on a Smart TV

Continuously during all phases the results were evaluated and documented. In the final
phase the documentation from the project was summarised into this thesis report.

2.2 Result analysis

This thesis report consists of two usability tests and one brainstorming which all have one
result part each. The result of the first usability test, which should determine which way to
interact with a Smart TV that is the best for different kinds of action, is described in Section
3.2.4. The brainstorming session result concerning what type of interactive TV application
that should be developed is stated in Section 5.2.2. Finally the result from the user test of
the low-tech prototype of that application is described in Section 5.5.2. There is also an
overall result for this thesis described in Chapter 7. It discusses the thesis goals and if they
were fulfilled, partly fulfilled or not.
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3 Smart TV

Smart TV, also known as Connected TV, is the new generation of Television. A Smart TV
is a television set or setup box that can be connected to the internet and enables the user to
download and use TV specific applications and browse the web directly from the TV. By
connecting the TV to a wireless network the TV can communicate with other devices on the
network like computers, smartphones and tablets. It gives the user the ability to pass content
between the TV and the other devices and control the TV from their smart products[2].

Apple TV is not seen as a Smart TV. It only offers the user pre-installed applications. No
Appstore is available for the users to download applications. Also the Apple TV does not
have a browser and the internet connection is just used for their own applications[5]. There
are also other types of consoles, like the XBox, that can connect to the internet but are not
seen as Smart TVs in this master thesis.

Senior Research Analyst at Econsultancy Monica Savut talks about five Cs of connected
TV; Convergence, Choice, Companion, Cord-cutting and Competition and Cooperation[4].

Convergence

The merging of broadcast and on-line entertainment on to a TV screen.

Choice

TV consumers now have more content than ever to choose from when watching TV. The
challenge of TV entertainment has changed from providing enough choices for the TV
consumers, to keep the increasing number of options from being overwhelming and hard to
grasp. Instead of the desired content not being available the trick now is to find it. Good and
easy to use search engines and personalized recommendation systems are therefore going
to play a big role in the TV industry for now. The TV also has to provide a user friendly
way to switch between broadcasting, on-line and stored TV content.

Companion

Companion applications are becoming an important part of the experience of watching TV.
Especially companies in social media have started to engage in TV. Startups are launching
TV companion applications with interactive social media features to further engage the
users and boost TV ratings. TV operators are also beginning to incorporate social activities
into their shows such as live-tweeting, showing curated tweets and launching Facebook apps
for live voting. Tony Wong, Twitter’s UK general manager, said: “Broadcasters are not the
ones to choose whether to have Social TV. It happens whether they like it or not, But they
have a choice about how to harness the social TV energy”. Companion applications that
enables the user to interact with each other and the content on the TV are affecting the TV
consumers in a positive way. For further reading see Section 4.1.
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Cord-cutting?

Cord-cutting refers to the act of cancelling satellite and cable TV subscriptions. With more
and more TV content available online and on demand applications available speculations
about that people are going to “cut the cord” and cancel their cable and satellite subscription
is being made. Online the users can watch what they want, when they want and pay for
exactly what they use instead of paying a fixed amount of money every month to the cable
company for channels that they may not even watch[6]. Informa thinks that 16.1 million
homes in the world will cut the cord by the end of 2015. However, that is only 2% of
the global pay TV subscriber base. In a consumer survey by Chadwik Martin Baily 16%
said that they were “Highly likely” to cut back on cable TV next year although 57% of the
consumers said that they are “Unlikely” to do it[7].

Competition and cooperation

The growing promises of connected TV have intensified the competition between different
TV organizations. Google and Apple are developing their hardware and service platforms
to provide a potential replacement of traditional TV while big consumer electronics man-
ufacturers are aiming for a revenue-share model and building content portals. A survey by
Informa shows that TV manufacturers are going to gain the most from connected devices
while traditional operators, like cable and satellite, will lose the most ground overall, see
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Who will gain and who will lose from connected devices[4]

Savut says that pricing and content rights will be the key to success and that in the connected
TV market all stakeholders have to collaborate to form and agree on standardizations and
rights to provide a better experience for the user instead of battling over profit margins.
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3.1 Development

There are several different platforms for Smart TVs; Google TV, Samsung Smart TV, Smart
TV Alliance, Yahoo! Connected TV and Viera Connect. Smart TV manufacturer are using
different kinds of platforms for all or some of their TVs, see Figure 2. Samsung for example
not only have their own platform but are also developing TVs based on Yahoo! Connected
TV [8] and soon also on Google TV[9]. Panasonic on the other hand stick to their own
platform Viera Connect[10].

Figure 2: Table describing the developing language for different Smart TV platform
providers accompanied by their hardware distributors shown underneath their
logo

All platforms have their own way of implementing applications but most of them are web
based applications, see Figure 2 for a complete list of supported developing languages.

The Smart TV alliance was founded by LG Electronics and TP Vision, for Philips TV, and
their motto is “build once, run everywhere”. Their ambition is to provide technology that
enables app developers to create and run their application on all Smart TV Alliance sup-
ported platforms. The alliance is using open source technology and the applications can be
developed using HTML 5, CSS and JavaScript. Alain Perrot, a Smart TV Alliance Execu-
tive board member from TP Vision, thinks that by only needing to develop one application
that can run on multiple platforms application developers save time from porting and testing
applications on different platforms and can focus on releasing and developing applications
that costumers will enjoy[11].

Samsung Smart TV platform and Yahoo! Connected TV do both build their applications
on Html 5, JavaScript and XML[12][13]. In addition to that Samsung also supports appli-
cations developed in Flash[12]. Viera Connect on the other hand does only use JavaScript
when developing applications[14] . And last but not least Google TV is the only platform
that uses Android as the operating system. The developer can choose to optimize existing
smartphone applications to also be used on a TV or make completely new ones exclusive
for the TV[15].
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Even though most of these developer platforms have similar language for developing appli-
cations it is not possible to launch the same app on all platforms without some modifications.
They all have their own Software Development Kits, SDKs, and/or libraries for reaching TV
specific content.

In addition to platform specific applications all Smart TVs have a web browser to enable
the user to go online and browse the web directly from the TV. All Smart TV platforms
can therefore also access web applications through their browser. Similar to smartphones
and tablets, websites can now be adapted to be accessed from a TV. Google TV even got
guidelines for how to optimize websites for the TV-screen even though their applications run
on Android[16]. Adobe Flash have also released guidelines for developing video content for
the Flash platform[17] . Read more about guidelines in Section 3.1.1. The web applications
can not access any TV specific content like which channel the user is watching. Popular
websites that have developed TV-friendly interfaces is Youtube’s LeanBack and Vimeo’s
Couch Mode, see Figure 3 and 4.

Figure 3: YouTubes TV-friendly web interface: LeanBack

Figure 4: Vimeos TV-friendly web interface: Couch Mode
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3.1.1 Guidelines

When you are about to develop an application for the TV the first question you should ask
yourself is: Does this application need to be on a TV? As Samsung Electronics America’s
Consumer Electronics Division’s President Tim Baxter and Senior VP John Revie talks
about in Samsung CES 2011: “Key to a successful TV app is its relevance to the TV”[18].
When it is established that the application is suitable for the TV you can move on to how it
should work and look like.

The television screen is referred to as the 10 foot user interface. That is because the user
usually sits around 10 feet from the screen[15], i.e. 3,5 meter, in comparison to the computer
where the user sit around 2 feet from the screen, i.e. 70 centimetre[19]. Even though the
TV screen is bigger than the one on a computer the distance to the screen and the device
itself effects the user and some concepts have to be kept in mind when designing for the TV
screen[15]:

• Focus should be on the content.

• Do not put too much information on each screen[20].

• Keep user interface minimalistic, automate tasks if possible.

• Navigation has to be simple and optimized for the remote control[20].

• Time and operations for reaching each level should be minimized and available to
control[20].

• TV interfaces require simple and user friendly ways to interact and a lot of visual
feedback.

• Easy to read content and large controls as buttons and text.

• Provide more space between elements on every page to avoid cluttered appearance.

• The TV has high quality sound and users expect to hear sounds from the TV in com-
parison to a computer and do not find it irritating.

• The TV is not a single-user device and is usually used in social contexts that include
other people.

All Smart TV platform providers have their own guidelines for developing TV applications.
Depending on which platform the application are about to be accessible from, different de-
sign patterns and requirements have to be taken into consideration. The following describes
some overall differences and equalities between the platforms guidelines divided into dif-
ferent areas.

Text

Size and type of font is very important when designing TV applications to make it easy for
the user to read information on the screen. The fonts to be used should be sans-serif and anti-
aliased to increase readability. Google TV advises developers to avoid light weight fonts
or fonts that have narrow and broad strokes. They also recommend not to have too many
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fonts in one application. Smart TV Alliance states that the font Tiresias (or its equivalent)
must be used to be able to support all their manufactures platforms. For v1.0 the font is
only supported in plain format across all platforms, not Italic or Bold. Samsung Smart TV
does only support their Samsung SVD fonts. They also advices that large fonts should be
used as far as possible and should not be smaller than 16px on a screen with SD resolution
(540p) and 21px with HD resolution (750p). Yahoo! Connected TV does not have any
recommendations or restrictions on which font to use but have a minimum size of 12 points
for plain text and 10 points for bold. Viera Connect does not have a recommended font
either but have a minimum font size of 14 points and a recommended font size of 36 points
with a HD 1020 x 1080 resolution. Smart TV Alliance have the minimum size of 18 points
for their font but recommend to use 20 point size or higher to make it easier to read. If the
applications do not use their font Tiresias or equivalent the minimal capital height of the
text should be similar to the Tiresias capital height.

It is also important not to make too long paragraphs to prevent the user form losing track
on which line he or she is reading on. It is better to break down the text into smaller parts
which makes it easier for the user to scan trough. Google TV recommends to keep a line
length of 5 to 7 words and never go shorter that 3 or longer than 12 words. They also have
a paragraph limit of 90 words.

To make it even easier to read the text should have a light colour and be displayed on a dark
background. The spacing between the lines should also be larger on a screen compared on
printed text. White backgrounds with black text should be avoided due to the risk of getting
halos around the text, see Figure 8 and read section ”Colour” for further information.

Layout

To make it easier for the user to use the application the design of the layout should be
consistent and include common factors of TV control as in other applications. In that way
the user recognizes that he or she is still in the application when navigating around and can
use previous knowledge on how to use the interface from other applications. The layout
of the application should focus on providing information in an efficient and user friendly
way. Most people look from top left to bottom right when looking at a TV screen. To take
advantage of that the applications title or logo should be placed in the top left corner to make
the application easy to identify[20]. In the bottom of the screen there should be Navigation
help to make it easier for the user to know how to navigate in the application, see Section
3.1.1 for further reading.

The aesthetic design is not the most important aspect but still very important for an applica-
tion. An application with an aesthetically pleasing design is perceived easier to use than one
that is not as good looking, independent of whether it is simpler to use or not. It also has an
increased possibility of being picked and generate positive responses from users compared
to “normal” ones. However, if it is not user friendly it will still generate bad responses[20].

To be able to design an application that is as user friendly as possible the user should be
included in the design process. By user testing the potential design the developers can gather
knowledge about how the users use the application, good and unclear things in the layout
and navigation as well as missed and unwanted functionality[95].
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Navigation

The users of the Smart TV can use many different kinds of tools to interact with the TV;
remote control, keyboard, mouse, smart devices, gestures and voice control, see Section 3.2
for further reading about different ways to interact with a Smart TV. Independent of what
type of interaction device the user uses the interface should be designed to work as good
as possible with an ordinary remote control. The remote controls basic components are a
number pad (0-9), a directional pad (D-pad), a back button and a special button for reaching
the Smart TV main view. A D-pad is Up-Down-Left-Right directional control that is mostly
used by the thumb with one button in every direction and, in most of the remote controls,
a confirmation button in the middle . The users may not have that much experience from
using a D-pad but they are usually more familiar with this type of navigation on a TV screen
that using a mouse. To simulate how it feels to navigate on a TV using a D-pad try to use a
computer application without a mouse. That illustrates what is easy and hard to understand
and do on a user interface using a D-pad. It is important that the usage of the applications
interface with a D-pad is fast and easy[15].

A grid has the most obvious mapping to a D-pad control and makes it easy for the user to
predict how to navigate using the Up-Down-Left-Right controls. The navigation controls
of the applications user interface should therefore be placed as a grid. Diagonal alignment
should be avoided because there is no obvious action for how to reach the next element
with the D-pads four control buttons[15]. The number of clickable items should also be
reduced due to the fact that it takes much time to navigate around in an interface with much
focusable items using a D-pad.

When navigating around in the application the user has to determine which elements that
can be selected and avoid the other. All selectable and navigational items should have
some kind of characteristics that indicates that they are possible to select. It could for
example be highlights or outlined boxes to let the user know that they can navigate there.
The characteristics should be consistent over the whole user interface[15]. The selectable
items should also have different visual states for displaying that the item is in focus or
selected[20]. All to help the user understand what is going on on the screen. To help the user
even further Samsung Smart TV provides specific guidelines including a help navigation
bar in the bottom-right of the screen. The bar should provide information about buttons on
the remote control that are assigned specific functions for specific screens or under special
conditions. A button is displayed as an icon accompanied with a text that describes the
action, see Figure 5. The left side of the navigation help bar displays information about
which user that is currently logged in on the TV[20]. A TV screen is always displayed in

Figure 5: Samsung navigation help panel shown at the bottom of the TV[20]

horizontal view with a lot of space on the sides and limited vertical space. The guidelines by
Google TV and Yahoo! Connected TV do therefore recommend putting menus and category
selections at either the left or right side of the screen and save the middle part for content.
Yahoo! also says that by stacking buttons in the sidebar more room is left for the text to
grow when translated into different languages. If the buttons are placed side-by-side they
might take up too much space on the screen when translated into for example Finish which
often have longer words than average[21]. For Samsung Smart TV the horizontal menu
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style is the most common, located at the top right, See Figure 6 at page 14. When using that
type of menu style the number of lines in the content area should be reduced to prevent an
up/down scrollbar to be generated. Too many lines of content can require numerous remote
control actions to move the focus from the content area back to the menu. This is prevented
in a vertical menu style where the side buttons of the D-pad are used to navigate between
the menu and the content. The design should always strive to minimize the scrolling overall
so important information not gets be hidden off-screen. The users may not always see that
scrolling is available.

Figure 6: Samsung Smart TVs most common menu style; Horizontal Menu[20]

Selectable surfaces should be over-sized to make it easy for users that are using gestures or
a mouse to hit the target. Inherently small controls should not be used such as close-buttons
in window corners. They are hard to see and are difficult to select on a TV[15]. The Smart
TV Alliance specifies the minimum size for selectable items to be 54x54 pixels.

Back navigation in the application should be possible from buttons in the user interface as
well as by the physical button on the remote control[19]. The application should close when
navigating back from the first entry page of the application. Smart TV alliance applications
does not support any popups asking the users if they really want to exit the application. They
also recommend building a hierarchical back navigated application instead of a historical
one to keep the route to the entry page as short as possible. A history back navigation is
traversed back the exact path as the user have navigated. Hierarchical back navigation on
other hand just traverse every main level in the user interface. For example, if the user is
navigating to a category that have many sub categories and explores three of the subcate-
gories before hitting the back button the history based back navigation will take the user
back through all tree subcategories until reaching the overall category while the hierarchi-
cal back navigation will take the user one step back to the last visited subcategory and then
directly to the main category, see Figure 7.

If the application can be used with a D-pad without any problems the probability for a
successful application increases. Also remember that the user is navigating from a distance
and sometimes in the dark[15]. Something that needs to be thought of especially when the
application asks for text input.
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Figure 7: The difference between Historical back navigation, shown to the left, and Hier-
archical back navigation shown to the right. Historical back navigation are navi-
gating back to al sub categories visited meanwhile Hierarchical back navigation
only navigates back to the last visited place in every category

Transitions

Using transitions in the application can either ease the users understanding of how to navi-
gate in the application or confuse them. For example if pressing a button makes a new page
slide in from the right the user may intuitively understand that D-pad key Left will make
them return to the previous page[15]. However, it is important to avoid rapid transitions
and/or flashing lights to minimize the risk of epilepsy[22]. Keep transitions within the ef-
fected area. If only one part of the application is affected by the user’s action so should also
the transition. Not reloading the whole page for every action will also save a lot of loading
time.

Loading indicators should be displayed with meaningful messages and progress indicators
when information and pages are loading to inform the user that his or her action is process-
ing. Use rather one general loading indicator than many small. For example when several
images are loading, do not use one indicator for every image because that will result in a
cluttered interface. Use one that represents all the items instead[15].

Performance

Users like fast applications so a trade-off between application resolution, number of images
and animations and the performances has to be done. High resolution pictures and advanced
animations use to slow down the application[20]. TV devices also vary in their power
so they may not work as quickly as the workstation used during the development of the
application. It is therefore extra important to test the application on an actual device. Most
frameworks today are designed for fast platforms like the PC and are using complex and
large packages. These once are not suitable to use for a Smart TV application and should
be used sparsely if really needed[19].

Other ways to enhance your applications performance is by optimizing the code. That
means overall to avoid complex, compound statements, remove unnecessary tags and CSS
code and use shorter functions and variable names. The Smart TV platforms have less
computing resources compared to PC platforms. If possible it is better to optimize the code
to run on a server rather than on the TV client. That reduces the need of fast computing
performance on the platform but instead requires higher bandwidth[19].

The users are used to fast internet on their computers and fast transactions between their
TV channels. Therefore they tend to have high expectations of fast performances even
for TV application. “Users are the ultimate judges of whether your application performs
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well.”[15]. Before using a large number of pictures and animations the impact on user
satisfaction should be tested. The user’s perceived performance of your application is the
most important one since it is they who are going to use the application in the end[15].

The perceived performance and the fastest performance is not always the same thing. The
developer should make sure that the application does not execute so much code that it is not
able to update the screen frequently and receive user input. Sometimes this balance requires
that the developer divide the program tasks into parts so that the screen is able to update
in-between[15].

Resolution

The display resolution for a TV is different from computer and mobile resolutions. A com-
puters maximum resolution is based on its graphical card and is usually less than or equal
to the resolution of the card. Then the monitor determines the number of pixel per inch.
The resolution for a mobile device is usually fixed. The TVs display resolution is based on
scan lines. The horizontal resolution of the TV is based on the TV’s aspect ratio. For an
aspect ratio of 16:9, 16 horizontal pixels for every 9 vertical pixels. The resulting display
resolution for a TV set to 1080 is then 1920 x 1080. The actual pixel density is depending
on how tall and wide the lines are and that varies by manufacturer[15].

The different Smart TV platforms have their own preferred resolution for the application
about to be developed. Yahoo! Connected TV is rendering the applications in a 960x540
pixel resolution while Smart TV Alliance resolution is HD 1280x720. Samsung Smart TV is
supporting both of those resolutions and Google TV wants the applications do be designed
for 1080p and then allow Android to scale it down to handle 720p. That is because it is much
easier to remove information rather than upscale the design and interpolate information[15].
Viera Connect does not suggest any specific resolution in their guidelines[22].

Higher resolution gives better image quality but may also decrease performance. Therefore
a tradeoff between resolution and performance should be made[20].

Colour

Colour is displayed differently on a TV screen compared to a computer though the TV
screen has higher contrast and saturation levels[15]. That has to be taken into consideration
when choosing the colours for the application. Bright colours should be avoided because
they can cause eye strain and confusion of which area on the screen that is highlighted[20].
Especially bright colours of red, white and orange should be avoided due to particularly bad
distortion[15]. White can also cause vibrancy and halos around texts and images, see Fig-
ure 8, on a TV display. Instead of using pure white like #FFFFFF Google TV recommend
to use #F1F1F1 in hexadecimal or 240/240/240 in RGB.

Since the TV has a much larger number of users than the PC Viera Connect recommends
to have people with sight problems in mind when designing the application. Problems such
as cataracts and colour-blindness can make it difficult for some users to see some colours,
shadows, contours and keep some colours apart. Figure 9 shows the perception of colour
for a user with perfect vision compared to users with some kinds of colour-blindness[22].

To make sure that the colours are displayed as wished the application should be tested on a
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Figure 8: Halo effect around black text displayed on an all white background[23]

Figure 9: Shows which colors that can be recognised by a person with clear sight in com-
pared to people suffering from different types of color blindness[22]

real TV device from the users point of view, that is 10 foot from the screen. TV emulators
can give a distorted picture of the colours of the application due to differences in colour
rendition for PCs and TVs. The applications should, if possible, also be tested on a TV with
lower quality display, as poor gamma and colour settings, for extra colour insurance.

Over-scan

Over-scan refers to an extra image area around the TV image that may not be displayed for
the viewer but is cropped off. The remaining part of the picture is then enlarged to fit the
screen, see Figure 10. The over-scan is done for historical reasons since the old Cathode
ray tubes, CRTs, kept drawing the image pass the edge of the viewable part of the tube.
Because of the lack of technology to determine where the TV screen ended the picture was
over-scanned to be sure to fit every screen. That also resulted in some picture loss but kept
the quality on the centre of the image, the important one[24]. The tricky part is that different
manufacturer have different screen sizes and therefore different amount of over-scan. This
still lives on today and has to be taken into consideration when designing TV applications.

Clickable items and content of the user interface should not be put in the over-scan area
because it risks to not be visible on TV devices with significant over-scan. Background im-
ages can be placed in the over-scan area and some parts of clickable items are also allowed
by the Smart TV alliance as long as a large part, minimum 54 pixels, of the item is in the
“Safe area” so it can be activated see Figure 10.

Google TV have solved the over-scan problem by not displaying android applications in the
over-scan area. Although the margin to the application will still vary on different devices
because of the over-scan and this have to be taken into consideration when designing the
interface. If the application is developed on a TV with significant over-scan the margin
may be too small between the edge of the TV and the application when displayed on a
devices with hardly any over-scan and get hard for the user to read. To prevent this an extra
10% margin should be added to the user interface and a layout that does not use absolute
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Figure 10: Shows the ”Safe area” in which controls can be placed on the screen[15]

positioning should be used. See Figure 11 for good and bad examples of margins on TVs
with varying over-scan.

3.1.2 Application display types

There are different ways that an application can be displayed in depending on the platform
provider. Samsung Smart TV provides three different types of application displays; full-
screen, single-wide and ticker, see Figure 12. A fullscreen application is using the whole
TV screen to display the application. Single-wide applications only take up a part of the
screen while whatever is displayed on the TV before launching the application is shown in
the background. And finally a Ticker application is shown on a small part of the screen
meanwhile the user does other things with the TV[25]. An example of a ticker application
is the news feed app called ”AP News Ticker”[26] that shows an overview of the latest news
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Figure 11: Margins on a Smart TV are varying because of over-scan. Therefore should an
extra margin of 10% be added to prevent a cluttered appearance[15]

and converts into a full-screen or a single-wide application for further reading. However,
only fullscreen applications can be launched in Europe since the European broadcasters do
not allow their TV channels to be shown inside an application[27].

Figure 12: Samsung Smart TVs different display types. From the left;
Fullscreen, Single-wide, Ticker[25]

Viera Connect’s applications can be displayed in full-screen mode or in a custom sized
window[29]. Google TV’s applications can only be displayed in fullscreen mode but the
background can be made transparent to show whatever is displayed underneath the appli-
cation as the TV broadcast or a video. That makes the application appear as Samsungs
display type Single-wide[28]. Smart TV alliance does not provide any information about
different ways to display an application although since the applications is running in the
web-browser the conclusion is drawn that they only support full-screen applications unless
the web-browser is resizeable.

Yahoo! Connected TV has three different types of views; Bookmark view, Sidebar view
and Fullscreen view, see Figure 13. The Bookmark view represents a tile in the connected
TVs ”dock” menu which is displaying dynamic content of the application and a short-cut
to launch the app. The dock contains one tile for every application. The sidebar view is
the primary view of the app and provides navigation within the app. It is mandatory for all
implemented applications to have a sidebar display implementation. The sidebar is possible
to open and navigate in while having another application in the background. The Fullscreen
view is as the name implies displayed over the whole TV screen[30].

In conclusion all Smart TV platform providers enable their applications to be shown over
the whole screen in fullscreen mode. In addition to that almost all platforms offers the pos-
sibility to design applications that are shown on-top of content playing in the background,
except Smart TV Alliance that displays the applications in the web-browser. It is even
mandatory for applications developed for the Yahoo! Connected TV platform include a
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Figure 13: Yahoo! Connected TVs different display views. From the left;
Bookmark, Sidebar, Fullscreen[30]

side-bar view that can be shown and accessed on-top of other applications.

3.1.3 Content that can be retrieved from the TV

To be able to develop an application that takes advantages of the content on the TV studies
have to be made on what types of content that is possible to retrieve from a Smart TV. The
developer guides of the Smart TV platforms seen in Figure 2 was therefore studied and the
result was as follows:

Available content:[31]

• TV information – Language, country, time zone, model number etc

• TV Channel information

– Current channel information – Channel name, Service name, original net-
work, program number etc

– Current program information – Title, start time, duration, description, lan-
guage, rating

– List of programs – List of and information about programs on a specific chan-
nel

• Input and output on additional devices

– Camera – Start and stop video

– Microphone – Turn on/off, set volume, add effect etc

– Recognition – API for voice recognition

– Smartphone and tablet – Control TV, send information from and to a smart
device using XML

– Healthcare device – Read information, measurements and dates

– Gamepad – Get input

• Advertising – Works only for content which use HAS, HTTP Adaptive Streaming,
streaming solution

– On start – Playback of an advertisement have started

– On end – Playback of an advertisement is finished

• File system – Download, open, close, delete, check if file exists etc
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• User login – Using Single Sing on, SSO

Samsung Smart TV platform is the best in providing methods to retrieve different types of
content from the TV. They support all the functionality from the list above. Other platforms
do not support that much or lack in providing information about retrievable TV related con-
tent. Google TV can retrieve a list of all channels available on the TV. Although no infor-
mation about which channel that is watched right now or which programs that the channels
are airing is available[32]. Google TV also supports input and output from additional de-
vices as keyboard, mouse and Smart devices. Smart TV alliance and Viera Connect only
provides information about how to retrieve information about which country the TV is lo-
cated in, which language it uses and take input from keyboards and mouses[22][19]. Smart
TV alliance can also determine which manufacturer the TV comes from. Yahoo! Con-
nected TV does only support input and output from keyboards, mouses and Smart devices,
no additional information was found[13].

3.1.4 Editors and emulators

The different platforms have different recommendations for text editors to use while devel-
oping their Smart TV applications. They also provide some kind of emulator that simulates
the developed application on a TV on the computer. In that way the developer does not have
to install the application on the actual TV every time he or she wants to test it.

Samsung Smart TV recommends to use their own Smart TV SDK for development of their
applications but any text editor for creating HTML, JavaScript and CSS files would do, for
example Eclipse. The SDK also provides an emulator allowing the developer to see the
result of the written code and use it to test and debug the application. The emulator does
not provide an exact simulation of the TV as it runs on different hardware[19]. For testing
on the real TV the developer has to setup an apache server from where the TV can reach a
packaged version of the application on the computer. The developer then has to synchronize
the TV that copies the files and install the application. The application can then be reached
from the list of installed applications and tested on the TV[33].

Yahoo! Connected TV does not recommend any special text editor. Anyone that is suitable
for JavaScript, XML and CSS would do[30] . They instead provide guidelines for how the
files should be structured and important files that need to be included. A TV simulator is
available to be downloaded in their App Developer Kit, ADK, although this simulator does
only work for Linux. To be able to run the application in the simulator the application have
to be located in a specific folder in a Virtual machine of Linux[34].

Google TV recommend to use Eclipse with an Android plugin when developing their TV
applications but any other IDE would do [35] . For TV emulation Google TV have an
add-on that can be downloaded and installed. Although the emulator available today, in
Android SDK Tools revision 12, only supports emulation for Linux Workstations with an
Intel processor[36].

When developing applications for Viera Connects platform any text editor or IDE that sup-
ports Javascript editing would be fine to use, for example Eclipse. They do not provide
any simulator, instead all testing and debugging of the developed application is taking place
directly on the TV. To reach the application about to be tested the developer have to setup
an apache server, download and install Viera Connect Developer Application from Viera
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Connect market on the TV, login with his or her user information and specify the path to the
application.[37].

Smart TV Alliance have a Service Development Kit, SDK, containing; Eclipse IDE that
should be used when developing the applications, sample code to ease the development,
an emulator to test the application and debug tooling. Eclipse has WYSIWYG, What You
See Is What You Get, features that enables the user to create and edit projects visually, up
to a certain extent. The TV emulator provided is a VirtualBox based virtual machine that
contains the actual platform browser and have almost the same features as the one on the
actual platform[38].

Eclipse seems to be the most popular IDE to work with when developing TV applications.
At least when comparing recommendations from the platform providers, as 4/5 either rec-
ommends or includes it directly in their SDK. Samsung is the only one whose emulator
is not depending on the operating system Linux. Some platform providers have worked
around that factor by including virtual machines for Linux to run on. To test the applica-
tions on the actual TV the most common recommendation for a web server, to enable the
TV to reach the application files, is Apache. Thereafter the user has to specify the location
of the files so they can be downloaded and installed and finally shown on the big screen.
Overall the tools used to develop applications for Smart TVs seems to be very similar.

3.2 Ways to interact with the TV

There are many different ways to interact with and control a Smart TV. The classic remote
control is still the standard but with some extra features like a specific Smart TV button
and in some cases even a QWERTY keyboard. It is also possible to connect an ordinary
keyboard and mouse to the TV so the user can navigate around like a computer. Some
remote control mobile applications are also available that enables the user to control their
TV through their smartphone or tablet if it is connected to the same network[39] . Samsungs
new Smart TVs does also enable voice and gesture control[20].

With this many different ways to control the TV the question: ”Which way is the best one?”
was raised. To find the answer to that question a usability evaluation was conducted on the
different ways to control a TV.
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3.2.1 Evaluation

To find the best way of controlling a Smart TV the TV interactions were divided into dif-
ferent types to ease the evaluation. By studying existing TV applications the most common
types of interaction with the TV where chosen to be a part of the evaluation. These types
are as follows:

• Watch TV – Turning the TV off and on, zapping between channels and control the
volume.

• Insert text - Insertion of text, numbers and special characters.

• Menu Navigation – Navigation in smart hub as well as other standard menus on the
TV and in applications.

• Browser – Navigation between and on web pages. Excludes insertion of text.

• Video - Play, pause, stop, rewind and forward a movie.

• Game - Refers to two different kinds of game characteristics; Positioning and Arcade.

The control devices that were chosen to be tested were:

• The remote control - Samsungs Smart TV standard remote control.

• Keyboard - Wireless QWERTY keyboard.

• Mouse – Wireless mouse.

• Smartphone - iPhone 4 application: ”myTifi Remote”[39].

• Tablet – IPad 2 application: ”Samsung Smart view”[40].

• Gesture control – Existing evaluations and YouTube clips.

• Voice control – Existing evaluations and YouTube clips.

Those were chosen based on that they represent all different ways there are to interact with
a Smart TV except various kinds of Smart TV Remote controls. Thereafter an usability test
was performed.

3.2.2 Method

The method used for evaluating the different types of interactions was NGOMSL, Natural
GOMS Language Test. GOMS is a goal oriented model for usability testing and is an
acronym of: Goals, Operations, Methods and Selection rules[3]. The method was chosen
because it focuses on completing stated goals rather than finding usability flaws in a design.
To learn how to use NGOMSL see Appendix A. There are many types of GOMS models.
After studying the article ”Using GOMS for User Interface Design and Evaluation: Which
Technique?” by Bonnie E. John and David E. Kieras[41] the NGOMSL method was chosen
based on that it gathered the most interesting design information including calculations of
learning time, see Table 1 for a comparison of GOMS methods. The evaluation method
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Table 1 GOMS techniques available for different combinations of task type and the type
of design information desired. Note that only tasks that are goal-directed, routine cognitive
skills are included and information types not provided by GOMS models are not shown[41]

Goal-Directed,
Routine Cognitive Skill

Design with Passive or Active Systems
Information Sequential Parallel

Functionality: Coverage Any GOMS Any GOMS
Functionality: Consistency NGOMSL

Operator Sequence CMN-GOMS CPM-GOMS
NGOMSL

KLM
Execution Time CMN-GOMS CPM-GOMS

NGOMSL
Procedure Learning Time NGOMSL

Error Recovery Any GOMS Any GOMS

”Cognitive Walkthrough” were also considered as a good evaluation method since it is task
related[95]. NGOMSL was chosen since Cognitive Walkthrough is focusing on how easy
an interface is to learn while NGOMSL also focuses on the time it takes to perform the
given tasks. Since NGOMSL results in two values, execution time and learning time, it
is also easier to compare the different interaction types by comparing values, rather than
problems, assumptions and success- and failure-stories[42].

The evaluation was conducted on The Mobile Life’s own Samsung Smart TV UE40ES5500.
Since that one does not support Smart interactions as gesture and voice control already ex-
isting evaluations and demonstrations on YouTube was studied to get an as good picture as
possible of positive and negative things about these ways of controlling the TV. These two
ways of interacting with the TV are new and ground breaking and the evaluator found it
therefore important to include them in the evaluation. The YouTube demonstrations used
were published by Samsung themselves for a commercial propose, from professional re-
viewers for an informational purpose and from actual users that wants to demonstrate and
have their say about their new product. Those kinds of clips were chosen to give different
perspective of how the interaction with the TV works. YouTube clips where found of people
performing every type of TV interaction chosen for the evaluation, see Section 3.2.1 for a
list of interactions chosen. Unfortunately not that many clips where found of game interac-
tions using voice and gesture control, except Angry birds. In those cases estimations was
done on how likely these were to perform in those situations based on how well they work
with similar types of interactions.

Tables of the execution and learning time for each type of interaction were constructed and
the times where compared between the different types of interactions. A short execution
time beats a short learning time if the difference is not excessive, then the second shortest
execution time that has a lower learning time is chosen. The results from the tables were
then compared with the results from the YouTube evaluation of the voice and gesture con-
trol and the most suitable interaction techniques for all the different types of actions were
determined. See Section 3.2.4 for the tables and result.
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3.2.3 Evaluation of gesture and voice control

For the evaluation of Samsungs gesture and voice control several YouTube clips were stud-
ied;

Samsung

• Samsung Smart TV ES8000 demonstration[43].

• Demo of Samsung SmartTV Voice-Recognition[44].

• Samsung 2012 Smart TV - Getting Started with Voice and Gesture Controls[45].

• CES 2012 Samsung Smart TV’s smart interaction[46].

Testers

• Angry Birds with Samsung TV Gesture Control[47].

• Samsung 2012 TV Voice Commands[48].

• Samsung ES8000 - Which? in-depth look[49].

• Samsung Smart TV ES8000 Review with Stuff Magazine[50].

Users

• Gesture Control Test - Samsung TV[51].

• Voice Control Test - Samsung TV[52].

• Samsung UN55ES8000[53].

After examining the clips with the chosen types of interaction in mind, see Section 3.2.1
for the list of interaction types, the conclusion was drawn that this type of interactions may
be cool but are still something for the future. The functions right now are not as accurate
and easy to use as Samsungs commercial clips Samsung 2012 Smart TV - Getting Started
with Voice and Gesture Controls and Samsung Smart TV’s smart interaction[45][46] want
the audience to think. Especially the gesture control leaves the user responseless from time
to time when he or she tries to activate the control functions, waving in vane in front of
the TV[43][51]. The voice control may respond more often but is also leaving the user
responseless or with an undesired respond from time to time[43][52]. The pronunciation
of the functions and the surrounding sounds plays a major roll in how well the navigation
works. As for the non English guy in the clip Voice Control Test - Samsung TV that time
to time have to repeat the commands and shout at the TV thinks that his accent plays a big
part in why the voice control system will not respond.

A good thing about the voice control functionality is the speech to text function. Even
though it is not that accurate now and apparently very sensitive to accents and pronuncia-
tion, as seen in the testers clips Samsung 2012 TV Voice Commands and Samsung ES8000
- Which? in-depth look where it works perfectly and the user clip Voice Control Test - Sam-
sung TV where it does not, can voice control in the future be the most convenient way to
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enter short texts into the TV applications. Although the evaluator thinks that for insertions
of longer texts the keyboard will still be the most suitable and fastest way to go. To insert
text using the gesture control seems very hard. The hand acts like a cursor and it seems like
it is very hard to aim, especially when trying to hit the small keys of the on-screen keyboard.

The situations when gesture and voice control seems like a great idea are when the remote
control is out of reach or as in the commercial YouTube clip CES 2012 Samsung Smart
TV’s smart interaction when the user have greasy hands and still are able to control the TV
without smudging any control devices. The gesture control is however just going to be used
for shorter interactions, like changing channel or volume, as the users gets tired in the arms
after navigating around for a while, as in the clip Gesture Control Test - Samsung TV. In
games however the gesture control is going to be a big contributor when and if it gets accu-
rate enough. According to a study by Baylor University motion controlled games are ”more
realistic, give a greater sense of ”being there” and are more enjoyable” than ordinary games,
that is why the game consoles that uses gesture control, like XBox Kinecht and Nintendo
WII, have gotten so popular[54]. If they can so can gesture based TV application games,
it is just a question of accuracy and responsiveness. The game Angry birds are already us-
ing the gesture functionality to control the realise of the birds as seen in the YouTube clip
Angry Birds with Samsung TV Gesture Control. Only testers clips have been found on this
game and it looks like it is accurate and responsive to the users gestures. Gesture control
are therefore said to be good for interaction in games although the responsiveness in a real
user situation is still a question. By comparing the different YouTube clips, Samsungs and
testers clips are always more accurate than the clips posted by the real users.

A question that should be taken into considerations before developing gesture and voice
control further is: Is it socially accepted to sit and wave and speak/shout at the TV amongst
other people? This question is not investigated further in this thesis but is worth thinking
about . How does it feel to sit next to someone that are waving his or hers arms around to
start playing a movie or that do not speak to you but to the TV? Making you be quiet for
the TV to respond. Or are gesture and voice control just cool features to show off? As Paul
Maryniuk sais in Stuff Magazines review of the voice and gesture controls ”This is Star trek
technology, now”[50].

3.2.4 Result

The result from the NGOMSL test can be seen in Tables 2 - 13 on pages 28 - 30. For
information about how the test and calculations was performed see Appendix A. Regarding
the evaluation of gesture and voice control, see Section 3.2.3. Both functionalities are still
in the developing phase and are not that accurate and responsive. In the future the voice
control could be the preferable way to enter short texts through its speech to text function
and gesture control has a promising future when it comes to games. As of today none of
those ways to control the TV can compete with the existing controls because of inconsistent
responds to the users interaction attempts.

The best way to control the basics functions for watching TV like turning the TV on and off
and change channel and volume is by using the remote control. Although the smartphone
and tablets are a little bit faster at changing the channel and the volume, see Table 2, their
learning time is longer, see Table 3, and they are not able to turn on the TV. The keyboard
and the mouse are not able to perform any of the functionalities tested for watching TV.
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When inserting text some controls have the XT9 functionality which guesses which word
that are about to be entered. In that way the user does not need to enter the whole word
but just selects the word when it appears amongst the suggested ones. However, you can
not always count on that your word is stored in the TVs memory. When looking at the
execution times for inserting text in Table 4 the keyboard is the shortest one when not using
the XT9 function and the mouse is the fastest with that function. To take into account that
all words does not show up amongst the suggested words but have to be fully entered 50%
of the words entered is said to appear amongst the suggested words. For inserting 100 words
using the mouse it then will take (88,82*50) + (51,44*50) = 7013 seconds. The keyboard
will then take 67,18*100 = 6718 seconds to insert 100 words. According to this and that
the learning time to insert text with a keyboard is almost 50% shorter than with a mouse
with the XT9 function, see Table 5. The keyboard is stated to be the best way to insert
text in a TV application. The worst way to insert text is by using the remote control or the
smartphone or tablet by only using the arrow buttons. Although using the smartphone or
tablets own keyboard to insert text is almost as fast as the keyboard.

For navigation in menus the best interaction tool to use is the mouse, see Table 6. The
mouse is also the easiest to learn how to reach the desired menu item, see Table 7. The
worst tool to use is the keyboard since it has a very high learning time. That is because
there is no obvious way how to reach the Smart Hub menu, the user have to have learned
that before or discover the way using trial and error.

The best way for navigating in the Smart TVs web browser is by using the mouse. The
mouse both have the fastest execution time and the fastest learning-time, see Table 8 and
9. The keyboard can not navigate in the browser except for scrolling in the current page.
There are two ways to navigate in a browser using the remote control, smartphone or tablet;
link browsing and pointer browsing. With link browsing the pointer moves between every
clickable object when pressing an arrow button. Pointer browsing acts as a mouse and
moves the position of the pointer a little bit in one direction when a button is pressed. The
fastest and easiest way to learn of those two is link browsing. Although the mouse is still
way faster and easier to learn.

The only two interaction tools that can control the video is the remote control, smartphone
and tablet. They all uses the same kind of button presses to achieve desired action. They
are both as fast and easy to learn so the best way to control the video actions is by using the
remote control, smartphone or tablet.

When examining different games available today none was found that supported mouse
control. The mouse is therefore excluded from this test although game applications can be
made to support the mouse. The easiest way to control a game depends on the type of game.
For this evaluation a precision game called ”Darts” and a manoeuvring game called ”Toycar
Racing” was studied. All the interaction tools; remote control, keyboard, smartphone and
tablet had the same execution and learning time when playing the precision game, see Table
12 and 13. On the manoeuvring game in other hand the interaction tools had different
respond times from when the button was pressed to the car did move on the TV screen. The
interaction tool with the fastest respond time was the keyboard. Since all other values are
the same; execution time for precision game and learning time for both of the games, the
keyboard is said to be the best way to control games, but the other interaction tools are not
far away. The control that had the worst responds time in the manoeuvring game was the
remote control.
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Table 2 Watch TV - Execution time for different interaction devices for the functionalities
for watching TV displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Turn on 11.98 - - -
Turn off 2.48 - - 2.48
Change
channel

7.6 - 9.86 - - 7 - 10.16

Change
volume

5.36 - - 5.2 - 5.36

Table 3 Watch TV - Learning time for different interaction devices for the functionalities
for watching TV displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Turn on 85 - - -
Turn off 85 - - 85
Change
channel

102 - 119 - - 102 - 136

Change
volume

102 - - 102

A summery of the best ways to interact with a TV divided into different types of actions is
shown in Table 14. The table shows that every tool is best in at least one type of action. It
also shows that all interaction tools does not work on all action types, which excludes them
to be a candidate to the overall best interaction tool. The only control that works on all types
of actions is the remote control. The smartphone and tablet is close but they can not turn
the TV on. So the overall best interaction tool is the classical remote control, since it works
to perform all desired actions. To get the best flow in the interaction several interaction
tools should be used, each for its special action type. The remote control for controlling the
TV and video functionalities, the keyboard to play games and insert text and the mouse to
navigate in menus and the browser. In the future the keyboard may be replaced by the voice
control speech-to-text function for insertion of short texts and the gesture control to control
some games.

Table 4 Insert text - Execution time for different interaction devices for the functionalities
for inserting text displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Insert text 152.44 - 266.58 67.18 88.82 - 115.86 69.22 - 266.58
Insert text
with XT9

67.54 - 164.02 - 51.44 - 72.26 67.54 - 164.02
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Table 5 Insert Text - Learning time for different interaction devices for inserting text dis-
played in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Insert text 374 - 425 238 289 - 374 306 - 425
Insert text
with XT9

408 - 459 - 374 - 476 408 - 459

Table 6 Menu navigation - Execution time for different interaction devices for entering
SmartHub and navigate to the application AllShare displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Navigate 10.08 11.08 7.54 11.44

Table 7 Menu navigation - Learning time for different interaction devices for entering
SmartHub and navigate to the application AllShare displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Navigate 238 408 170 272

Table 8 Browser - Execution time for different interaction devices for browsing the Internet
displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Navigate 25.14 - 39.44 - 14.33 25.14 - 39.44

Table 9 Browser - Learning time for different interaction devices for browsing the Internet
displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Navigate 527 - 714 - 204 527 - 714

Table 10 Video - Execution time for different interaction devices for the functionalities for
controlling a video displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Perform
Video action

2.08 - - 2.08

Table 11 Video - Learning time for different interaction devices for the functionalities for
controlling a video displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Perform
video action

85 - - 85
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Table 12 Game - Execution time for different interaction devices for different game func-
tions displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Precision 5.26 5.26 - 5.26
Manoeuvring 6.6 6.1 - 6.3

Table 13 Game - Learning time for different interaction devices for different game functions
displayed in seconds

Remote control Keyboard Mouse Smartphone/
tablet

Precision 136 136 - 136
Manoeuvring 136 136 - 136

Table 14 Summary of the best way to interact with a TV divided into different action types.
The symbol: * represents the best method for that type of action and a - means that the
interaction tool does not work for that type of action

Watch
TV

Insert
text

Navigate Browser Video Game

Remote
control

* *

Keyboard - * - - *
Mouse - * * - -
Smartphone/
tablet

*
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Table 15 Smart TV Must-have applications shown in % divided by age. ”Which of the
following are ”must have” apps for your Smart TV or Internet connected TV?” Base: Smart
TV owners, Multiple responses allowed[55]

Age
Total 18-35 36-47 48+

Netflix 47 54 48 37
YouTube 44 57 42 29
Facebook 35 45 32 23
Amazon 34 36 35 30
Pandora 28 33 24 23
ESPN 21 19 23 23
Hulu + 21 26 18 18
Twitter 17 23 13 12
Syfy 14 16 11 13
HBO Go 13 13 19 10
Rhapsody 9 13 7 7
MLB.com 8 7 8 9
Vudu HD 7 8 12 2
Conema Now 7 9 7 4
Vimeo 5 7 8 1
None of these 23 28 23 28

3.3 TV applications available today

The most popular TV applications today are the streaming video apps according to a sur-
vey done by Harris Interactive (2012) on both Smart TV owners and TV consumers that do
not have a Smart TV[55]. Netflix and YouTube are considered the most ”must-have” apps
especially amongst 18-35 year olds, see Table 15 at page 31. Thereafter comes the social
network application, Facebook, followed by on-line shopping and music streaming applica-
tions like Amazon and Pandora. Other TV applications that are available today are game-,
news-, education- and applications for communication like Skype[56]. None of the applica-
tions seems to take advantage of the fact that they are located on the TV and use the content
available on the TV, except for TV-guide applications. The TV applications available today
are not that different from smartphone applications shown on a big screen.

3.4 Problems

Things that have to be considerate before Smart TV can get its big break trough are[57]:

• Content providers, broadcasters and technology players have to develop mutually
beneficial business models that they all can agree on.

• The user should have the possibility to access all desirable content from available
broadcasters on their Smart TV[58].

• Efficient and user friendly search and recommendation systems have to be developed
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to make it easy for the user to find desired information and media among infinite
amount of content.

• The user should have the possibility to share personal information to, for example,
receive more accurate recommendations and connect with peers[59].

• Security risks, like personal information leakage, have to be addressed and prevented.

• Loading time of Internet and applications has to be reduced[58].

• The device used to interact with the TV has to be optimized for the purpose of use.
For example a traditional remote control is not optimal for text input. See Section 3.2
for further reading.

Ian Harris, Director for Product Management in TV Technology for the S3 Group, said at
the Connected TV Summit 2012 that the TV consumers are having unique expectations on
the TV. The TV is expected to work any time, be fast and responsive and definitely don’t
crash. Therefore they also have different expectations on applications running on a TV. TV
applications are build on embedded systems compared to computers that have big CPUs
and memory that are frequently updated. TV owners are not used to having to update their
TV nor to wait for content to load. And in comparisons to modern mobile phones, that are
replaced every second year[60], a TV are expected to work for 5-10 years. Harris says that
it will be a challenge to continue to support all TV applications on all available devices as
time goes on[59].

The TV consumers are not that much aware of what Smart TV is and how to use it. In
fact according to a survey conducted 2012 by YouGov only 53% of Smart TV owners knew
that “directly connected to the Internet without the need of other devices” was one of the
definitions of Smart TV. The survey also showed that 25% of the owners had never used
their Smart TV to connect to the internet[61]. Patrice Slupowski, VP for Digital Innovation
& Communities at Orange, says at the Connected TV Summit 2012 that the ordinary TV
user does not have an idea of the process to connect their Smart TV to the internet. He
thinks that it is going to take time for the general public to see the use in connected TVs,
not for the connected people like him and the other once participating in the Summit[59].

According to YouGov only one third, 37%, of people that are planning to buy a Smart
TV says that one of the reasons for considering the purchase was to be able to connect to
the internet through the TV. The most common drivers was traditional factors like bigger
screen, better picture quality and to have a more up-to date TV. Although almost half of all
the Smart TV owners, 47%, are accessing the internet through their Smart TV at least once
a week[61].
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4 TV Consumers

To make the most of designing and developing TV applications the TV consumers, have
to be studied. Since TV applications are a new thing on the market the current condition
of the TV consumers way of watching TV was studied in Section 4.1 to see if Smart TV
applications could fit in the TV context today or if a major change in consumer behaviour
is needed. The new technology of Smart TV applications can enable the user to control and
interact with the TV content. Applications like that are not common today but makes the
applications special for the TV, unlike today’s applications that does not differ that much
from smartphone and tablet applications, see Section 3.3. Although before developing ap-
plications that offers a more interactive way of watching TV the TV consumers willingness
to have a more interactive TV viewing have to be studied. If there is no interest from the
potential users than there is no point in developing those kinds of applications. To find out
what the users think of a more interactive way of watching TV a literature study was made
in Section 4.2.

4.1 How do people watch TV today?

The way we are watching TV has changed during the last decade. Earlier, watching TV
was an activity spent with family and friends where we took the time to sit down at a
specific hour to watch a specific show together, from one of the few channels, giving the
TV the full attention. Today’s households have multiple televisions with a huge number
of channels available and watching TV is not seen as a family activity any more. Two
significant changes in the TV consumer behaviour have been seen[62]:

1. The TV consumers now watch a big part of their TV content trough On-demand TV,
online or on their mobile devices.

2. Watching TV is now a multitasking experience as people do several things while
watching TV. That mostly includes the use of other screens as computers, smart-
phones and tablets.

Even though the number of channels available is large the TV consumers are turning to the
internet and on-demand TV to watch their content. Figure 14 and 15 are showing a decreas-
ing trend for traditional TV and an increasment of video on demand on a TV consumers
weekly basis[63]. With better internet connection and services available the TV consumers
are now used to watch what they want, when they want. With smartphones and tablets get-
ting more and more poplular the TV consumer also get access to TV content wherever they
want. To watch long videos on smartphones and tablets are getting more and more popular,
especially for tablet users see Figure 16[64]. The focus of this thesis is on video watched
on the TV and video-consumption on other devices will not be discussed further.
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Figure 14: Traditional TV and video
services used on at least a
weekly basis[63]

Figure 15: On-demand TV and video
services used on at least a
weekly basis[63]

Figure 16: Percent of long form video, content over 10 min long, views by device, Desctop,
mobile, tablet and Connected TV and gaming consoles (CTV&GC) compared
between Q1, Q2 and Q3 of 2012[64]

Even though people are moving away from appointed TV schedules into on-demand view-
ing there is some content that is always going to be watched the second they air, live TV.
93% of TV consumers are watching live TV according to a survey done by TVGuideMar-
keting 2011[65]. ”News, sports, live events and amusements shows are the few types of
content that will provide the true television experience that you want to watch live and with
friends to share the moment” says G. Faber in his article ”How IP-connected screens are
changing the television industry”[66]. More people are watching TV live now compared
to 2010 because of social spoilers[67]. Otherwise TV consumers prefer to watch their TV
shows when it suits them[66].

Earlier the TV was given the full attention and families gathered around it to share the
experience. Today that experience have change. Instead of having all focus directed on the
TV people now engage in a multitasking way of watching TV. Whether alone or with others
people are doing a lot of things while watching TV, taking focus away from the TV. ”TV
viewing coexists with daily life activity” according to the report ”Cross-platform is the new
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norm” by Nielsen[69]. The graph seen in Figure 17 displays the total amount of TV viewing
compared to viewing that is taking place meanwhile performing some other activity. The
graph shows that almost everyone that is viewing TV in the morning are doing some other
activities. As the day goes by more people are watching TV and more people are giving
the TV their total attention. During TVs prime time 70% of the total TV viewers are doing
something else while watching leaving just 30% that gives the TV their full attention[69].
According to a study of American TV viewers 81% says that they do other things while
watching TV. The most common things to do is engage in online activities (65%), read a
book, magazine or newspaper (37%) and send text messages (35%)[70]. Young adults are
most likely to engage in online activities meanwhile older adults are slightly more likely to
read a book, magazine or newspaper or do nothing else, giving the TV the full attention.
In Harry Interactive’s Study ”Distracted TV Viewers” only 14% of the total amount of TV
consumers said that they do not perform any other activity while watching TV[71].

Figure 17: TV viewing coexist with dayily life activities. The graph shows the total amount
of people watching TV in comparison to the multitasking TV viewers that does
other things meanwhile watching TV[69]

A very common way of multitasking while watching TV is using another device, a second
screen. Second screens refers to devices like computers, smartphones and tablets. Figure
18 on page 36 shows that over 60% of TV viewers are using another device while watching
live or DVR TV. The most common device is computers followed by smartphones and last
tablets[72]. Although seen from the total of TV viewers that owns a smartphone and/or
tablet 85% are using them meanwhile watching TV at least once a month and 40% does
it daily[73]. Tablet owners also spend the most percentages of time, 30%, using the tablet
while watching TV compared to the second most used location, lying in bed with 21%[74].

So what do they do on these devices while watching TV? According to a study by iab most
multitasking activities are not related to what is shown on the TV[72], see Figure 22. The
most popular activities are checking email, chatting, using social networking sites, general
surfing and searching for unrelated information. Although more than half of smartphone
users and almost half of tablet and computer users do perform activities related to what is
on the TV, see Figure 23. So what do people do that is related to the TV content? Figure 19
shows that the most popular show related activity is talking to friends about the show trough
email, chat or social networks. It is also common to use social networks to read and discuss
what is being watched with communities online, not just friends. Ad-related activities, see
Figure 20, is quite the same except it is more common to discuss advertisements with online
communities using social networks than chat with friends about it. Finally the most common
activities regarding searching for more information and participating in TV programming
is; to find out more information about products, brands etc. mentioned on the TV, finding
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Figure 18: Percentages of viewer that uses another device meanwhile watching live or
DVR TV[72]

out more about the specific show that is being watched, voting and playing along with the
show. 73% of TV viewers between 18-24 years old and 33% of the total survey group thinks
it is great to be able to talk about what is on the TV with friends or family that are not in the
same room[72].

Since people are not watching TV together anymore social discussions have been affected.
Earlier the big thing to discuss at work or school was what was shown on TV last night.
Since there was only a few channels available the possibility that people have seen the same
thing and could contribute to the discussion was very high. Today the question have change
from ”Did you see?” to ”Have you seen?”. Since people are watching what they want, when
they want, the odds of them watching the same thing at the same time is very low. Instead
the discussion topic today is about things watched in general, not the specific show aired
last night. Content that is still suitable for real time discussions are: sports, reality shows,
debates and TV events. The odds for people watching these once live are significantly higher
than series and movies which is not as suitable for ”live” social interactions according to
a study done by Ericsson[68]. Although these once still have a high discussion rate before
and after watching. The discussions have moved from the school and office to the internet.

The place for talking about what was seen on the TV has changed from being at work
or school to the internet. Although this regards mostly the younger generation as 79% of
people over 55 years old say that they never talk about what they are watching on the TV
on the internet[75].

TV Viewers are engaging with the TV content in a whole new way by using second screens
to discuss, search information about and interact with the TV show by voting and playing
along. The graph in Figure 24 shows the impact on the viewing experience by using the web
to discuss what currently being watched. Most people think that discussing the show on the
internet makes watching TV feel like a more communal experience and makes viewing more
exiting. Other says that it distracts them from watching or do not find an answer suitable
for them[76].
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Figure 19: Diagram showing the most popular activities related to the show watched di-
vided by device[72]

Multitasking takes focus away from the TV screen. This is logical since you can not focus
100% of your attention in two directions. But we humans a pretty good at multitasking, if it
is just two things at once. When focusing on two tasks the part of the brain called the medial
prefrontal cortex divides in two, giving one region the task to focus on the first activity and
the second region to focus on the other one. This makes it possible for a person to focus on
two things pretty easily. Although the similarities between the activities plays a big part in
how easy they are to be performed together, it is not investigated further in this thesis. If a
third task was about to be introduced the division of regions gets trickier and the brain starts
to loose focus and the effectiveness of multitasking decreases[77].

Looking back at the study by aib[72] the multitaskers report that they have the majority of
their attention still on the TV, see Figure 25. The smartphone and tablet users performing
activities related to the content have the highest average level of attention directed to the
TV[72].

Since people nowadays are more active in-front of the TV, the Smart TV is said to fit in well
with the current TV context as it encourages a more active way of using the TV. But, would
the users like a more interactive way of watching TV? See Section 4.2 for the answer.
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Figure 20: Diagram showing the most popular activities related to TV ads divided by
device[72]

4.2 Do people want a more interactive way of watching TV?

The new technology of Smart TVs have possibilities to take advantages of some TV specific
content and make applications that relates to what is shown on the TV and/or enable the
users to engage in a more interactive way of watching TV. But do TV consumers want a
more interactive way of watching TV? To answer that question a literature study was made.

A survey performed by Harris interactive 2010 shows that 79% of American television
viewers would like to interact with their television programming and advertising using their
remote control. Divided into genres, the survey shows that 74% of reality viewers, 70%
of sports viewers and 55% of drama viewers would like to interact while watching TV.
What type of interaction is although not stated. They also showed an interest to be able
to interact with commercials. The survey shows that 73% of viewers would like to be
able to interact with TV commercials when interested in a product, 43% would like the
possibility to locate local retailers that sells the product and 58% would like to be able to
order free samples[78]. Peter Low, President and CEO at the interactive television company
Esequence, said that: ”This study shows that consumer interest in interactivity is substantial
and that interactive television presents an important strategic opportunity for programmers,
advertisers and service providers to increase the value of their respective businesses”[78].

The TV consumers’ willingness to interact with TV content trough the second screen de-
vices was studied by Verizon. The survey focused on TV consumers overall and so called
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Figure 21: Diagram showing the most popular activities of participating or find out more
about what is being watched divided by device[72]

”borderless consumers”. A borderless consumer is, according to Verizons, consumers that
“use several devices and require connectivity, flexibility and choice whenever and wherever
possible. They are defined as consumers who own a laptop or desktop, own a smartphone
or tablet, have an internet-enabled device at all times, are motivated to make technology
and connectivity upgrades, and are interested in the benefits of a connected home.”. Verizon
think of borderless consumers as an important and fast growing type and it is represented by
39% of American adults. The borderless consumers are 53% females and are represented by
51% of collage graduates and 46% of millenials. Even 28% of all American mature adults
are living the borderless life[79]. The result from the survey shows that 69% of the border-
less consumers and 46% of the total amount of consumers would like to control on-screen
content with a second screen device, see Figure 26. To be able to interact with commercials
are seen as the least interesting of the different types of interactions as 40% of borderless-
and only 27% of the total consumers said that they would like to do that. The most popular
type of interaction, wished by 53% of borderless consumers and 35% of total, would like
to be able to interact with the TV shows through the second screen like engage in real time
games and challenges. At last 48% of borderless consumers versus 32% of total would like
to be able to influence and change the TV show plot from their second devices[79].

These numbers shows that there is an interest for interacting with and influencing the content
shown on the TV through a second screen device for the so called borderless consumers.
Almost half of the total of TV consumers were interested in second screen interaction with
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Figure 22: Graph of multitasking activ-
ities not related to what’s
shown on the TV divided by
device used[72]

Figure 23: Graph of multitasking activ-
ities related to what’s shown
on the TV divided by device
used[72]

Figure 24: Impact of using the web to discuss shows currently being watched[76]

the TV. This is still not bad and the percentages may increase as smartphones and tablets
gets more and more popular.

John Carey et al. writes in their book ”When Media Are New” 2011 that ”A core question
about whether people want to interact with television has largely been answered, however:
people want to interact with TV content, but some want to interact a lot, and some want
to interact only a little...”[81]. The level of the target users willingness to interact should
therefore be studied before designing applications that includes interactions while watching
the TV. Peter Vorderer et al.[82] studied if interactivity enhances entertainment and found
in their user survey that the TV consumers cognitive capacity affect whether they feel more
entertained when being able to interact with the TV content or not. The survey shows that
persons with less cognitive capacity feel more entertained when watching a movie without
any interactivity, in a traditional passive mode, while people with higher cognitive capacity
gets an increased enjoyment from being able to interact with and influence the plot of the
movie[82]. This is also a reason to why it is important to analyse the target audience before
developing an application to know which level, if any, of interaction that should be provided.
The level of interaction should be adjustable or carefully chosen to fit the target group.
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Figure 25: Graph describing how the multitasking TV viewers is dividing their focus. Di-
vided by device used for second screen[72]

TV consumers nowadays have a more active way of watching TV than before, see Section
4.1. They are already interacting with the TV content by voting and playing along with TV
shows. They also engage in social interactions on their second screens about what is shown
on the TV. In a way they are already engaging in an interactive way of watching TV. Surveys
shows that today’s TV consumers are interested in a more interactive way of watching TV,
especially the so called ”borderless” consumers which owns and likes technical products.
The consumers wants to be able to interact with the TV content using a second screen device
to influence TV shows, interact with sports events, play real time games and participate in
challenges in TV shows. Although the level of interaction that the users want to participate
in differs and some TV consumers are not interested in being able to interact with the TV
content at all. It is therefore important to analyse the focus group in mind before developing
interactive TV functionalities into an application to determine the desired amount of inter-
action. There is a market for applications that enables a more interactive way of watching
TV.
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Figure 26: The graph shows TV consumer interest in controlling and interacting with TV
content and advertising with a second screen device December 2012. The result
is divided by borderless consumers, device owning and technically interested
users, and all consumers[80]
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5 Quiz TV - an interactive TV application

This chapter covers the development process of a hight-tech prototype of the application
”Quiz TV”; a TV application that is supposed to be used while watching TV. Section 5.1
describes the goals with developing the application. Thereafter the development of the
prototype is described in chronological order. Fist a brainstorming session was held, see
Section 5.2, to find out which type of application that was about to be developed. Thereafter
existing quiz applications was examined, see Section 5.3, to get inspiration for the design
of a low-tech, paperbased prototype of the application described in Section 5.4. To examine
if the proposed design of the application was user friendly or not a user test of the prototype
was performed and is described in Section 5.5. The result from the user test was taken into
consideration and a redesign of the prototype was made and shows in Section 5.6. Finally a
high-tech prototype of the TV application for Samsung Smart TV was implemented based
on the redesign of the low-tech prototype. The result of the prototype can be seen in Section
5.7.

5.1 Goal

After exploring the possibilities of developing Smart TV applications that takes advantage
of the content on the TV in Section 3.1 the theory was put into practise by developing a
prototype of a TV application that was doing just that. Surveys analysed in Section 4.2
shows that people likes a more interactive way of watching TV. The application that are
about to be developed was therefore also going to be used while watching TV. According
to C.Wibergs book ”Measure of fun” the usability of a product plays a very big role if the
users use the application or not[95]. The prototype of the application was therefore user
tested with the focus on usability.

The summarized goal with this project is to put the gained theoretical knowledge from the
prestudy into practice and develop a user friendly prototype of a TV application that takes
advantages of the content shown on the TV and is used while the user watches TV.
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5.2 Brainstorming

The definition of Brainstorming, according to Alex Osborn who coined the term in his
book Applied Imagination 1953, is ”a conference technique by which a group attempts
to find a solution for a specific problem by amassing all the ideas spontaneously by its
members”[83]. It is a popular way to gather ideas and/or solutions to a problem. There are
many different ways to perform a brainstorming session but all ways have the following five
rules[84]:

• No criticism of ideas

• Encourage wild and exaggerated ideas

• Quantity is most important, not quality

• Build on the ideas put forward by others

• Every person and every idea has equal worth

It is important that there is no criticism during the brainstorming session as it affects the flow
of ideas negatively as the participants can feel uncertain of saying their ideas. The criticism
should instead take place after the session when all the ideas are gathered, analysed and
discussed. Alex Osborne said ”It is easier to tone down a wild idea than to think up a new
one.”[85]. The focus should therefore lie on finding as many ideas as possible and not worry
too much about the quality of the ideas. With a big number of ideas there is a higher chance
of finding a really good one[84].

By displaying already thought up ideas for everyone inspiration can be drawn from others’
ideas and boosting the imagination amongst the participants. Every person has a unique
perspective and his and her own point of view which can result in unique ideas. It is there-
fore important to encourage people and make sure that they understand that they are all of
equally importance in the brainstorming session and that their ideas are valuable[84].

A brainstorming session was held at The Mobile Life’s office to gather ideas about what
type of TV application that was going to be developed.

5.2.1 Method

The method chosen for the brainstorming session was the ”Silent Post-it Note technique”[86].
It is based on that all participants get a pen and a bunch of Post-its to write down ideas on.
Each Post-it should describe one idea, as short as possible to not take up too much time,
and be placed for everyone to see and draw inspiration from. The placement can be on a
board, wall or a table for instance. The brainstorming is limited to an already stated number
of minutes and should be performed during silence. After the session all ideas are gathered,
further explained and discussed amongst the participants[86]. The brainstorming session
was held around a big table at The Mobile Life’s office in Stockholm and performed by 10
workers including programmers, designers, interns, a project leader and the CEO. Before
beginning the session a presentation about Smart TVs and TV consumers was held. That
one included how people watch TV today and peoples willingness to interact with the TV,
see Chapter 4, what Smart TV is, how to develop for it and the possibilities of Smart TV
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applications, see Chapter 3. That to make sure that everyone had some background knowl-
edge about the brainstorming subject. The process of the Silent Post-it Note technique was
then described together with the rules of brainstorming, see Section 5.2. The session was
limited to 10 minutes of Post-it brainstorming followed by 30 minutes of explanation and
discussions of ideas.

The goal with the brainstorming session was stated to come up with as many ideas as possi-
ble of Smart TV applications that could be used while watching TV and/or take advantage
of the TV content. The application should include the TV but could also include other
devices as smartphones or tablets.

The result from the brainstorming session can be seen in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.2 Result

The brainstorming resulted in a total of more than 50 ideas. The ideas was sorted in to a
number of categories to get a good overview and pair similar ideas together. 5 ideas was
then chosen that was possible to make into applications today and that best fulfilled the
criteria of taking advantage of the TV content and be used while watching TV. Those five
ideas was:

• Travelling application - See travel offers and buy trips when watching a travelling
show. For example The Amazing Race.

• Note it - application - Insert notes and comments in movies and TV shows time-line.
For example ”Really bloody fight”, ”Best love song ever” or comments about film
blunders.

• Grocery application - Get recipes from cooking shows and download it to your
shopping list on your smartphone or order it to your doorstep. Like ”Linas matkasse”
in Sweden which delivers groceries directly to your door.

• Live betting application - See odds and bet on your favorite team during Reality
shows or sports events.

• Quiz application - Play a quiz about what is shown on the TV with the people in the
sofa or alone. For example questions about what happened in previous episodes in a
TV show, questions about the actresses in a movie or about players and the teams in
a sports event.

After discussed pros and cons about the five ideas with the colleges on The Mobile Life the
quiz application was chosen to be the application about to be developed. That was based
on that it is a fun and social application that is gamifying the way of watching TV and can
work on anything that is shown on the TV as long as someone writes the questions. The
application also seemed possible to be developed with the technique available today.

53% of multitasking TV consumers under 25 years old are already playing games and
quizzes related to the show they are watching on the TV on second screens[72]. That fact
speaks for a very promising future for the application and is also a good reason to why the
application should be developed.
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App to be developed

The application that is about to be developed is a quiz application where the users can play
a quiz while watching TV related to the current program showed. The users can play alone
or together by using their remote control to answer the questions or against each other by
syncing their smartphones or tablets to the TV and answer the questions from there. Since
the TV can be connected to the internet the contestants should also be able to play against
other households by inviting them to watch the same show and join their game.

The quizzes is said to be constructed by every day users on an associated website. That in
order to take advantages of peoples knowledge and love for quizzes and TV programs and
have the possibility to have a constant flow of new quizzes. The users should be able to rate
and report inappropriate quizzes so other users can see which quizzes are good or not. In
the future of the application the users may have the possibility to make private quizzes to
for example family videos.

Pros

The application could provide a fun way of learning by making quizzes to documentaries,
news or for example medical related questions to the show Grays Anatomy. It could be used
in school as a new, engaging way to test students knowledge by playing a quiz designed by
the teacher meanwhile watching a subject related show or movie.

As the quiz is to be played while watching a specific show the possibility of people watching
the same thing at the same time is higher if they watch broadcasted TV as they have a TV
schedule to follow. The application may therefore entourage the TV consumers to watch
more linear broadcasted TV.

Cons

The quiz may take up too much space and focus from the TV content and risk not to be
used. The users may also not have an interest for constructing their own quizzes. In that
case resources have to be invested in making quizzes for the users to play.

By offering the user the possibility to play a quiz, alone or with friends, meanwhile watching
TV with relation to the TV content the TV applications is encouraging a more interactive
way of watching TV.

5.3 Existing quiz applications

To get inspiration of how to design a quiz application already existing applications was
studied. Only one quiz application was found in Samsung Smart TVs App-store called
QuizzMaster[87]. Other games that was chosen to be examined were Wii’s game TV
Show King[89], PlayStations game Buzz![90], the famous TV show Who wants to be a
millionaire[88], BCCs interactive TV show Antiques Roadshow[92] and BBCs TV show
Secret Fortune with an additional tablet application[91].

QuizzMaster is the only quiz application found in Samsung Smart TVs App-store. The
game can be played alone or with up to four players and is based on that the contestants
take turns in answering different questions. When all people have answered 10 questions
each the one with the highest score wins. The user have 20 seconds to answer the question
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loosing points to be earned for every second, staring with 2000 points and ending with 100
before the time is out. The score for the player about to answer the question is showed in
the game view together with a count down clock and the points about to be earned for this
question, see Figure 27. Underneath the number of the question is shown together with the
question and the alternatives stacked bellow in a vertical row. The answer options takes the
most focus of this application as it is placed on very big buttons in the middle of the screen.
After answering a question the right answer is displayed together with a picture of a thumb
up if the user was right and a thumb down if he or she was wrong, see Figure 28. The score
board so far is also displayed. In the end the final scoreboard is displayed together with the
announced winner[87].

Figure 27: TV app: QuizzMaster
game view - question

Figure 28: TV app: QuizzMaster
game view - answer

Who wants to be a millionaire is a popular TV show where one contestant is answering
multiple choice questions to win one million dollars. The questions gets harder and harder
and if the contestant answers wrong he or she is out of the game. The contestant have three
life lines that he or she can use during the game to manage to get the right answer; 50/50
which removes two of the wrong answers, ask the audience where the audience answers
the question and the contestant get to see the statistic for the chosen answers and last the
life line call a friend where the contestant gets 1 minute to call a friend and ask for the
correct answer. The game view of the show can be seen in Figure 29 and contains the
question asked followed of four alternatives of answers named A-D bellow shown in the
bottom of the screen. The question part takes up almost half of the screen leaving a smaller
space for the show. For every right answer the contestant is climbing one level up on a
stair representing money earned with one million dollar at the top level. On every level the
contestant have the opportunity to walk away and quit the game, winning the amount of
money that is represented by that level. If the contestant answers wrong they are out off the
game with no money or a secured amount of money earned when passing specific levels. To
get the million dollar the contestant have to answer every question right. The current level
is only shown on some occasions, it is not visible at all time[88].

In Wiis game TV Show King the users can play alone or against each other in front of the
TV using the Wii controls. Each contestant is represented by its own Mii, avatar, and the
users are answering multiple choice questions by pointing the Wii control at the desired
answer, see Figure 30. The layout of the question looks very much like the one of Who
wants to be a millionaire except a count down clock between the options and two labels
representing the category of the question and the amount the question is worth[89].

BBCs Antiques Roadshow is an interactive TV show that consists of a one player play along
game. By pressing the red button on the remote the BBC Red button menu will appear with
Antiques Roadshow as an alternative. By choosing it the play along game begins. The
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Figure 29: The show: Who wants
to be a millionaires game
view[93]

Figure 30: The Wii video game:
TV Show King game
view[89]

show is about experts validating antique artifacts that are owned and brought to the show by
every day people. While the expert examines and describes the artifact the TV contestant
is suppose to guess how much the artifact is worth by choosing between four options using
the remote control, see Figure 31, before the time runs out. The time is indicated by a clock
in the upper right corner and the answer alternatives are displayed in the bottom of the
screen with a unique colour each of which representing one button on the remote control.
After choosing an answer the options disappear and is replaced by the right answer, see
Figure 32. There is no indicator of the contestants score but in the end of the show the
score is calculated and displayed in a blue box in the bottom of the screen with additional
information about rank and percentage available on other pages, see Figure 33[92].

Figure 31: The TV show: Antiques
Roadshow game view -
question[92]

Figure 32: The TV show: Antiques
Roadshow game view -
right answer[92]

BBCs also have a night quiz show called Secret fortune where the TV watchers could play
along on BBC Red Button by pressing the red button on their remote control and entering
the game. Now they also have developed a pilot version of a mobile and tablet applica-
tion that can support single and multiple players. The contestants can then answering the
questions on their own and find out what their own Secret Fortune might be. The question
is shown in the top of the applications followed by four possible answers in a vertical row
underneath[91].

Buzz is a PlayStation quiz game where up to 6 players can play against each other answering
questions which are divided into several categories. The contestants navigate and answer
the questions using a special Buzz control, See Figure 36. The control consists of one big
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Figure 33: The TV show: Antiques
Roadshow game view -
result[92]

Figure 34: The TV show: Secret for-
tune with a companion
tablet app[91]

button on top which gives the contestant the chance to answer the question in game mood
and select an option in the menu. The control also has four unique coloured buttons each
representing one answer option. The question is located at the top of the screen with the
options and the scores listed in a vertical row on either side, leaving space in the middle
for the show, see Figure 35. A count down clock is located in the upper right corner of the
screen giving the contestant a limited time to answer. The game have the functionality for
the user to make his own questions and be played ”Sofa vs. Sofa” in online multiplayer
mode. That enables the contestants to play against other households that has the same
game[90].

Figure 35: The PlayStation game:
Buzz - game view[90]

Figure 36: The PlayStation game:
Buzz - menu[90]

In most of the quizzes the questions and answers are taking up close to half of the screen.
This is not that strange since the focus of those games lies on the quiz, nothing else. In
The Antiques Roadshow on the other hand, the focus lies on the show with the game as an
additional feature, as it will be in the application that are about to be developed. The options
here does not take up too much space giving the show the most attention. The overlays of
the screen with the options and the clock are a bit see through making the content shown on
the TV to shine through. That puts the show even more in focus as the options and the clock
gets more discrete. Buzz also leaves space in the middle for the ”show” to get a lot of focus.
By stacking the options on top of each other the length of the alternative have space to grow
in vertical direction without taking up too much space from the vital content in the middle.
Buzz is the only game that has the current score on the screen at all time which is seen as
a very positive feature as it boosts the competitiveness between the players. A count down
clock is used by most of the quizzes limiting the time to answer a question. This also boosts
the competitiveness but also draws a lot of focus from the content shown on the TV as the
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user is forced to focus on answering the question. Buzzes ”Sofa vs sofa” feature and ability
to make own quizzes is seen as very positive and will be included in the making of the Quiz
application. Game options like the life lines from Who wants to be a millionaire are seen as
very interesting and may be a good expansion to the Quiz application in the future.

Inspiration was drawn from the analysed quiz applications during the design phase of the
low-tech prototype, see Section 5.4.

5.4 Low-tech Prototype

A low-tech prototype refers to a nonfunctional projection of how a future product will work
made out of low-technology materials. This type of prototype have several advantages; it
is easy to produce compared to an implemented, high-tech prototype. This makes it easy
to change or in worst case abandon. It is also easy to modify in place if, for example, the
proposed design does not match the clients wishes the low-tech prototype can be used as
a brainstorming foundation. Modification of a low-tech prototype should also not require
any specialized tools, just domain knowledge about what is about to be developed. The
appearance of a low-tech prototype should be much rougher then the final product to radiate
incompleteness making it feel more OK for test users and clients to come with comments
and alterations about the design[94]. Although some design features and functionalities
can be hard to illustrate with a low-tech prototype and have to be imagined and tested in a
later stage in the development process. Low-tech prototypes may also be hard to grasp for
ordinary users that can have difficulties of imagine the final appearance of the product[95].
The advantages of getting feedback of the proposed design in en early stage when alterations
still is easy is said to be more valuable than the disadvantages of users having a hard time
of imagine the final product.

The low-tech prototype of the Quiz TV application was decided to consist of paper-based
sketches of screen shots of the application. During a sketching session a number of different
designs of the user interface was explored with inspiration from existing quiz applications
and the guidelines constructed from the prestudy phase in mind, see Section 3.1.1. The
design proposal that mostly met the guidelines for developing TV applications was chosen
and a refined paper-based prototype was made. The paper-based prototype can be seen in
Figures 37-44 on pages 51-58.

The applications start menu is displayed with the TV broadcast showing in the background.
In this case the TV show Friends, see Figure 37. Here is several alternative for the user;
QuizTV Schedule shows the TV schedule with available quizzes, Quiz Library shows a list
of all quizzes available and Watch TV lets the user watch TV as usual and be open for
quiz requests from other users. Highcore represents different types of highscore displayed
amongst for example a specific Quiz, this TV or a country. Invitations lists all invitations to
play a quiz that this user have send or received from other users.

Quiz TV Schedule view, see Figure 38, shows a TV schedule with Q symbols symbolising
which TV programs that have related quizzes to play. The lists are divided by TV channel
and more channels are available by moving to the furthest right in the view. That is showed
by the next channel only being half visible indicating more content available to the right.
The user navigates to the desired program using the arrow buttons up, down, left and right
and selects a program by pressing the enter key. The focused program will be visualized by
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Figure 37: The low-tech prototype of the main view

a glowing border.

Since most people looks from the top left corner to the bottom right when looking at a TV
screen, see Layout guidelines in Section 3.1.1, the logo of the application is placed in the
upper left corner in every view except from the main view. That is to symbolize that the
user is still in the same application. At the bottom of all views there is a navigation help
describing buttons on the remote control that represents specific actions.

After selecting a program information about the program and a list of available quizzes
are displayed, see Figure 39. Each quiz is represented by a picture and information as
title, rating, description, number of questions and the author of the quiz. The vertical list
indicates that there are more list items to choose from by showing a scroll bar to the right
and displaying only half of the last visible item. The user can choose if they want to play
the game now or invite someone else to play the game with them by choosing between the
two buttons located inside every list item.

After choosing a quiz the user have to login to the application by using an existing account,
creating a new account or as a guest. By logging in as a guest no information will be saved
in the highscore list since the guest name can be taken by another user. A guest can invite
other people to play a game but no one can invite a quest to play.

When the user have logged in the game view is displayed on top of the airing TV program,
see Figure 40. The questions are displayed at the top to have a lot of space to grow on and
not disturb eventual subtitles. The alternative answers is stacked on top of each other along
the right side of the TV. In that way they have space to grow and they do not take up too
much focus from the TV show, leaving space for the most important part of the show to be
shown in the middle. The user can hide and show the alternative answers using the left and
right arrow buttons if he or she wants to see more of the TV screen for a moment.

The number of the active question is displayed underneath the applications logo in the
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Figure 38: The low-tech prototype of the Quiz TV Schedule view listing all programs
available on the TV with the once that have associated quizzes marked with
a Q symbol

upper left corner together with the total amount of questions. In the upper right corner
an icon representing the logged in user is showed together with a TV symbol representing
that the user is answering the questions using the TV. The name of the user and the earned
score is displayed underneath the user symbol. The only thing focusable in this view is the
alternative answers.

When the user answers a question correct the button pressed gets a green background to
symbolize that the answer was correct. The users icon lights up for a short second and 5
points are added to his or her score. To make it easier for color-blind users to see if they
have got the question right or not a describing text displayed underneath the question, see
the section about color under Guidelines in Section 3.1.1 to read more about color-disorders.
If the user should answer the question wrong the users symbol gets dark for a short second
and the right answer is displayed underneath the question. The button representing the right
answer gets a green background meanwhile the button chosen turns red.

At the bottom of the game view the navigation help shows some extra menu alternatives;
”Add smart device” which enables synchronization of smart devices for answering the ques-
tions from them, ”Invite friends” where the user can invite friends in other household to join
the game, ”Quiz overview” where the user can see which questions that have been answered
and how many there is to go and finally a ”Settings” option for altering of for example the
text size.

When the user wants to add a smart device he or she presses the A button on the remote
control and a QR code is displayed, see Figure 41. The user then scans the QR code with
a QR code scanner application and it takes them to a web-application for this particular
quiz. The user can then choose if he or she wants to login as the current TV player or
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Figure 39: The low-tech prototype of a list of quizzes available for the TV show Friends

login as a new player. After logged in a new user symbol is displayed in the button of the
screen with a symbol representing the specific smart device that he or she is using. The
new users username and current score are also displayed under the user symbol. The smart
device player then gets to see the question and the alternative answers displayed on the
smart device and can answer the questions from there, see Figure 42. The next question is
not displayed until all the players have answered the last one.

To invite a friend in another household to play the user presses the B button on the remote
control. A window then appear where the user can search for the friends user name, see
Figure 43. By checking the checkbox the friend is added to the invitation list and the user
can search again to add another friend. By pressing the invite button an invitation to play the
chosen quiz is sent to all the users in the list. User symbols representing the invited friends
are then added to the button of the screen with the text ”waiting for reply” underneath. The
invited friend gets a notification on his or her TV asking if he or she wants to join the user
to play that specific quiz about Friends that is airing on the specific channel. If the friend
accepts the invitation the application changes channel and starts the quiz. The ”Waiting for
reply” label is then exchanged with the users current score. If the friend should decline the
invitation a pop-up telling the user that the friend have declined is displayed and the friends
symbol is removed from the bottom of the screen.

In the end of the Quiz a window displaying that the game is finished is shown, see Figure
44, that congratulates the winner and shows the score board along with buttons for fast
navigation to the main menu or to continue to watch the show. The user can then continue
to watch the show from the applications game view or return to the main menu to maybe
start a new quiz.

To see if the proposed design is easy to use or not a user test was performed on the low-tech
prototype, see Section 5.5.
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Figure 40: The low-tech prototype of the game view

5.5 User test

To see if it exist a demand of this type of application on the market a user test was made. It is
important to do this in an early stage in the developing process because if the potential users
do not have a need for the application there is no point developing it. A well organised user
test can gather information about the users needs and show if it is really an application that
is needed or something else. By including a prototype to the user test information can be
gathered about the user experience and usability of the potential applications design. There
are many different ways to perform a user test and the evaluator have to study and determine
the goals of the evaluation and what information to be gathered in order to choose a suitable
method[95].

5.5.1 Method

The goal with the user test is to get answer to the following questions:

• Is the prototype user friendly?

• Does the quiz take up to much focus from the TV show?

• Are there any missing or unnecessary functionalities in the application?

• Would the test person use the application if it exists for real?

• Do the test person want a more interactive way of watching TV?

The focus of the user test will lie on the usability of the prototype because if an application is
not user friendly the user have to spend a lot of time to figure out how to use the application,
making him or her feel bad and incompetent which can lead to the user stops using the
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Figure 41: The low-tech prototype of the function to add a smart device to the quiz

application. Especially games where the point of usage is to have fun. The ISO description
of usability is stated as follow:

”Usability: the extent to which a product can be used by specified users
to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a
specified context of use”. (ISO 9241-11:1998)

There are several different usability evaluation methods available today mostly divided into
two different categories; inspection methods and empirical usability methods[95].

Inspection methods are characterised by one or a group of experts inspect a user interface
with a specified focus group in mind. The focus lies in putting themselves in the target
persons shoes and try to find usability problems for that person in the interface design. The
benefit with this type of usability methods are that they do not demand that much resources
in relation to the result gained. They also minimise the end-user involvement which can
both be seen as a pro as well as a con as the end users is the once that are going to use the
product in the end and their opinions may not be the same as what the evaluators think[95].

Empirical usability methods involve the end users. A common way to perform a empirical
test is to divide the evaluation into two parts; a performance test and an attitude survey.
During the performance test the test person is told to perform one or several tasks using the
product meanwhile their effectiveness and error rate are measured. The attitude survey is
done to get information about the users satisfaction and perception of the product. The sur-
vey is usually performed as an interview or questionnaires. Empirical evaluation use to be
more time-consuming and demand more resources than the inspection methods because of
the need to gather and analyse the results from the user tests. Although the results gathered
are the real users opinions which is the most valuable since they are the end users of the
application[95].
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Figure 42: The low-tech prototype of Quiz TVs web-application shown on a smartphone
that enables the user to answer the questions from a smart device

The goal with this user test consists of questions regarding the users opinions of the appli-
cation and the new more interactive way of watching TV. Since the questions have a very
strong relation to the end-user an empirical evaluation method was chosen to be performed.

There is several different empirical usability methods. One popular performance test is
called ”Think aloud”. That is based on that the user is given one or several goals to complete
by using the application and ”thinking aloud”. Thinking aloud means that the user describes
how and why he or she act as he or she does to reach the specified goal. The user should
also describe if he or she finds any problems or difficulties. The evaluator is observing the
test person and take notes about the users comments and body language. Some problems
may not be obvious for the test person but can be revealed through the body language. For
example if the user leans forward against the screen it indicates that the text is too small but
the user may not think of that. The evaluator is not allowed to speak with the test person
other than to encourage him or her to think aloud. The test is strongly dependent on the test
persons ability to think aloud and explain its thoughts. That can in some cases result in data
that is not that rich which can be difficult to interpret. Some times even ”false” information
can be given due to over analysis by the test person to get a reason to why he or she acts as
he or she does[95].

A similar version to the think aloud method is the ”Collaborative evaluation”. It is basically
the same as the think aloud method except that the evaluator is working together with the
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Figure 43: The low-tech prototype of the function to invite friends in another households
to play the quiz

test person in order to make it easier for the user to talk about his or her choice of actions in
a natural way. This evaluation results in richer feedback that may be easier to grasp for the
evaluator since he or she is allowed to ask questions to better understand the test persons
comments. Although there is a risk that the evaluator effects the user with his or her own
thoughts by asking leading questions[95].

The collaborative evaluation was thought of being the most suitable method for this user
test because the test were to take place in Singapore and performed in English. Since the
evaluator and the potential test persons does not have English as their first language misun-
derstandings and difficulties of expressing thoughts could be a problem. By allowing the
evaluator and the test person to communicate with each other during the test questions can
be asked about unclear expressions and help of finding words can be provided. Even though
the risk of effecting the users opinions and comments is higher in this method the pros of
being able to have a dialogue and help each other was valued more.

The attitude test of the evaluation was chosen to be performed as an interview. Inter-
views have a higher risk of affecting the user with the evaluators own opinions than a
questionnaire[95]. Although the pros of being able to ask additional questions and get
information from the users expressions, like hesitation or changes in voice, was thought of
being of higher value than decreasing the risk of affecting the user. Extra effort was put
into making the questions as unbiased as possible. The interview was chosen to take place
in two parts. The first part in the beginning of the evaluation asking questions about the
users personal information as well as their TV habits. Last part took place after the collab-
orative evaluation, asking questions about the users thought of the application and a more
interactive way of watching TV. The questions can be seen in Appendix B.
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Figure 44: The low-tech prototype of the view displayed when the game is finished

The focus group for this TV application is said to be TV consumers which is a very broad
category. According to Nielsens Cross platform report Q2 2012 the US population watches
traditional TV 21:32-45:20h, written in the format hours:minutes, a week between the age
2-65+[73]. Although since it is not that likely that the application will be used by a 2 year
old the focus group is said to be teenagers to people around their 60 that likes to watch TV.

How many users that should be tested is a hard question. Jakob Nielsen[96] among others
says that only 5 persons need to be tested to find a significant amount of problems. Ad-
ditional test persons tested after the fifth does not increase the number of problems found
significantly. Figure 45 describes the amount of problems found in relation to the amount
of users tested. The curve is showing that the effect of adding more users to test diminishes
remarkably after the 5th person. Therefore the amount of users to test was chosen to be 5.

Since the focus group for this application is teenager to people around their 60s that uses to
watch TV the test persons where chosen based on their TV habits and their age to represent
every decade in the target group. See Table 16 in Appendix B for properties of the test
persons as well as the result from the user test.

5.5.2 Result

The test persons thought that the Quiz TV application was a fun idea and a good way to get
in contact with others. It would also make watching TV shows they already seen a more fun
experience. A summery of the result from the user test can be seen in Appendix B Section
B.3. The goal to get the number of questions listed in Section 5.5.1 answered was fulfilled
and the answers are listed bellow.

Is the prototype user friendly?

The test persons thought that the application was easy to use except for some unclear things.
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Figure 45: The number of tested users in relation to the amount of problem found[96]

They thought it was hard to go to the highscore when the quiz was finished. They looked
around at short cuts to get there from the game view and did not remember that they had
seen the menu item on the first screen. A short cut to the highscore should be provided in
the end of each quiz.

One person commented that she did not know what the ”Watch TV” function did and
thought the function was unnecessary when explained. It basically is the same thing as
exiting the application except that the user is available to receive invitations from other
users. That is a programmatic issue that the application has to be running to receive notifi-
cations about invitations and further investigation about that needed to be done. Otherwise
they thought the application was easy to use and clearly understood how to start a quiz,
answer questions, sync a smart device and invite friends.

Are there any missing or unnecessary functionalities in the application?

The only clear unnecessary function that was discovered was the ”Watch TV” menu item
that was discussed in the answer to the question above. One person did not like the remote
control and wanted some other way to interact with the system. He and another user wanted
the smartphone application to have a remote control functionality so they do not need to
keep track of two devices at the same time after synchronizing the phone. The 56 year old
man understood how to use the QR code but thought it was an unnecessary function. ”I
think it is unnecessary but maybe that is a smart thing”. He did not know in what other way
he wanted to synchronize the phone and agreed that the QR code was better than surfing in
to the web-application manually and enter some prompted digits.

Functionalities that the users was missing was level of difficulties on the quizzes, an indi-
cator to see if their friends was online when sending invites and the functionality to ”ask a
friend” if the user did not know the answer to the question as in the TV show ”Who wants
to be a millionaire”, see Section 3.3 for further details about the TV show. Other comments
that came up was to be able to sort the quizzes by for example number of questions, rate and
difficulties and see which programs that had quizzes available on the TVs own TV guide.
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One user also wanted the questions to be read out loud by celebrities from the TV shows.
He thought that the functionality only would be interesting for TV shows and movies as
they have very big fans that should appreciate it. The problem of the celebrity voice being
disturbed by the sound from the show should be prevented by freezing the show when a
question appear after for example every 10 minutes.

Does the quiz take up to much focus from the TV show?

4 of the 5 test persons thought that the quiz did not take up too much focus from the TV
content. Although they would not play the quiz if they really wanted to see the show. One
of those persons said that she is easily distracted but would play the quiz if she had seen the
show before. The 56 year old man said that it takes up too much focus and that he would
not play the game.

Would the test person use the application if it exists for real?

All test persons would like to play the game if it existed for real except the man in his 50s.
He said that he would just google all the answers.

Do the test person want a more interactive way of watching TV?

4 out of the 5 test persons would like a more interactive way of watching TV. One of them
said that she would like to interact more if other people was participating too, not by herself.
The 56 year old man did not want a more interactive viewing experience and said that he
likes the passive way of watching TV.

The result from the user test was very useful and interesting. Additional questions revealed
that all of the test persons used to do other things meanwhile watching TV except the older
man. The fact that the man in his 50s direct all his focus to the TV and preferred a passive
way of watching TV correlates with the founding in Section 4.2. The research states that
younger people have a higher possibility to multitask and interact with the TV content
through smartphones or tablets while the older generation are more likely to read a book or
do nothing else meanwhile watching TV.

The result and comments from the user test was kept in mind during the redesign of the
application in Section 5.6.

5.6 Redesign

The redesign of the application was performed with the result from the user test in mind,
see Section 5.5.2. The problems that the users had with the current design of the application
was navigating to the highscore list when the quiz was over and understanding the ”Watch
TV” functionality. A short cut to the highscore was added to the Quiz finished popup in
the end of the quiz making the user choose between going to the main menu or to the high-
score. The ”Continue to watch TV” button was removed and so was also the ”Watch TV”
functionality. After further investigations of Samsung Smart TV SDK a Push Service func-
tion was found[97] enabling The Smart TV to receive push notifications from a Samsung
Application Push Service. The push notification can be addressed to a specific user and
only shows when that user is logged in. The user can then accept to view the message and
the corresponding application is executed and launched. This functionality have not been
tested but is assumed to work, because of that the user does not need to have the application
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running to receive invitations and the ”Watch TV” functionality could be removed.

The main screen of the application was reduced in items further as the ”Quiz TV Schedule”
and ”Quiz Library” was merged into a ”Play quiz” function with TV Schedule and Library
as two view choices. The library design was made out of inspiration from Samsungs hori-
zontal menu, see Figure 6 on page 14, and takes advantages of the users previous knowledge
about how to navigate in the list from previous applications as stated as a positive feature in
the Layout section of the Guidelines of how to design TV applications in Section, 3.1.1.

The test persons also missed functionalities like quiz difficulty properties, sorting function-
alities and online indication of friends. These wishes were met by adding a difficulty label to
the list of quizzes, a ”Sort by” functionality based in the property of the quizzes and finally
a change of the user icons color to green in the game view and invite function if a friend is
online. If not the icon is displayed in grey. A remote control interface was also added to the
smartphone application and accessed by sliding up a bar labeled ”Remote control” in the
bottom of the screen.

The wished functionality of celebrities reading questions out loud was saved for the future.
To get celebrities to record all the questions are very time consuming and expensive, and
today there are yet no good text-to-speech techniques that could make it sounds like the
celebrity is reading the question. Before more effort is put into this function another user
test should be made including an investigation of the wish for this functionality among other
TV consumers.

The redesigned low-tech prototype was used as the base during the implementation of the
high-tech prototype of the TV application in Section 5.7.

5.7 High-tech prototype

After designed, user tested and redesigned a low-tech prototype of the Quiz TV application
a high-tech prototype was developed. The platform used for the development was Samsung
Smart TV because of access to one of their Smart TVs at The Mobile Life’s office and
that Samsung seemed to provide the best API, emulator and documentation to help the
development process. Samsung is also one of the most popular Smart TV providers. Even
though 36% if Smart TV owners today have a Sony TV in comparison to 33% that owns
one by Samsung, 62% of people planning to buy a Smart TV in the next 12 month are
considering Samsung according to a survey bo YouGov[98].

The implementation of the prototype was performed with Samsung Smart TVs own SDK
and testing was conducted on Samsungs own TV emulator and Samsung Smart TV ES5500.
The result can be seen in the screen shots in Figures 46 to 51 on pages 62 to 67.

The concepts that should be kept in mind when designing for the TV screen, described in
Section 3.1.1, was thought of during the construction of the prototype. All concepts is listed
bellow with a describing text of how they were incorporated in the application.

• Focus should lie on the content. By placing the current question, answers, players
and help menu as a frame around the TV screen as much focus as possible was given
to the content of the TV as it got a lot of space and the most vital part of the screen,
the middle.
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Figure 46: The main screen view in the high-tech prototype of the Quiz TV application

• Do not put too much information on each screen. The amount of information
was aiming towards being as short and meaningful as possible on each screen. The
views where the amount of information can be overwhelming are the TV schedule
and the list of quizzes for a specific show. It is therefore important to try to minimize
the information on each screen letting more information continue out of the screen,
indicating a scrolling function and provide sorting and searching functionalities for
the user to easy find desired information.

• Keep user interface minimalistic, automate tasks if possible. The user interface
have tried to be kept as minimalistic as possible with few buttons, information and
screen views. Automation of tasks have been implemented as in the library view
where the program that is currently playing on the active channel is automatically put
in focus when entering the view, if the program have quizzes available that will say.

• Navigation has to be simple and optimized for the remote control. The application
have been designed to be controlled by a remote control by having a grid based layout.
It should be easy to use by other types of interaction tools too. The design of the user
interface have been user tested to make sure that the navigation is easy and user
friendly, see Section 5.5.

• Time and operations for reaching each level should be minimized and available
to control The number of levels in the user interface have been kept as low as possible
although there is no way for the user to control the number of levels in this version of
the application. A short cut for entering the highscore have been implemented in the
end of a quiz.

• TV interfaces requires simple and user friendly ways to interact and a lot of
visual feedback. The user interface have been user tested and redesigned to make
sure that the navigation is user friendly. Visual feedback is given after every action in
particular in the game view where the chosen answer button turns green if the answer
is correct and red if it was not. A label describing the correct answer and if the chosen
alternative was right or wrong is also displayed under the question to give multiple
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Figure 47: The Library view in the high-tech prototype of the Quiz TV application

feedback and make sure that people suffering from color blindness still can see the
result.

• Bigger content and controls as buttons and text. The buttons and text are tried to
be kept as big as possible without taking up too much space from the TV content and
still keep above the minimum size, stated in the Text paragraph in Section 3.1.1, of
16 pixels for text and 54 x 54 pixels for selectable items like buttons.

• Provide more space between elements on every page to avoid cluttered appear-
ance. The space between each item was aiming for giving each element enough
space without letting related items drift apart or take up too much space from the TV
content.

• The TV has high quality sound and users expect to hear sounds from the TV
in comparison to a computer and do not find it irritating. Sound have not been
included in this application as it is going to be used while watching TV and noise
from the application will interfere with the sounds from the program watched.

• The TV is not a single-user device and is usually used in social contexts that
include other people. The quiz is designed to be played alone as well as together by
answering the questions from the TV or compete against each other by using second
screens to answer the questions.

The overall guidelines from Section 3.1.1 and inspirations from the existing quiz games in
Section 5.3 have also been kept in mind during the implementation of the prototype.

The font used in the application is Samsung’s own and is displayed in white against a black
background to increase readability. The text is not pure white but the color #F1F1F1 to
prevent halos as in Figure 8 on page 17. The little amount of text displayed is also kept in
small paragraphs to make it easier to read.

The layout of the application have focused on being as easy to use as possible. The appli-
cations logotype is placed in the upper left corner and a help navigation bar is located in
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Figure 48: The Login view in the high-tech prototype of the Quiz TV application. A nu-
meric keyboard is shown to the right of the login popup displaying how to use
the numeric buttons of the remote control to insert text

the bottom of the screen. That’s because most people look at a TV screen from the top left
to bottom right, in that way the user first sees which application he or she is using and last
the help bar to ease the navigation. The navigation is based on a grid to make it easier to
use with a remote control. The number of items that can be put in focus are aimed to be as
minimal as possible to reduce the time it takes to navigate in the interface. Items in focus is
symbolised by a light blue color. When a button is in focus its background gets light blue
and when an item in a list is in focus the item gets a light blue glow around it. The color is
consistent to make it easier for the user to understand how to navigate and what is in focus
in every view. The user also recognise that he or she is still in the same application when the
layout have a consistent theme. The theme is light blue and shades of black. Bright colors
is avoided to minimise the cause of eye strain.

All buttons and backgrounds in the application, except for popups, are slightly see through.
That is for giving more focus to the content shown in the background, the TV program, as
in the existing interactive TV show Antigues Roadshow described in Section 5.3.

The views implemented in the high-tech prototype is; the main menu seen in Figure 46, the
library seen in Figure 47, the login view in Figure 48, the game view in Figure 49, the popup
for syncing smart devices in Figure 50 and the game finished view in Figure 51. The user
is able to start a quiz of the TV show Friends, answer questions and receive feedback about
the right answer and the relation between that and the chosen one. If the answer is correct
5 points are added to the users score. When all questions are answered a congratulation
popup is displayed with information about the winner and a score board for the quiz. The
prototype can only be played by one user at this point so only the result of one player is
going to be displayed at the end.

The synchronisation of smart devices did not work and the popup displaying a QR code for
synchronization of smart devices is just a placeholder to show how it will look like. To find
out why the synchronisation does not work see Section 5.7.1.
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Figure 49: The Game view in the high-tech prototype of the Quiz TV application

5.7.1 Problems

The QR code in the popup for synchronising a smart device to the application is not working.
A lot of time was spend on trying to make a smartphone and a TV application communicate
with each other but unfortunately no success was made. Available guides on Samsungs de-
veloper site did not work and when consulting people in the developer forum only responses
from people having the same problem was received. Another platform, Movl, was studied
that is focusing on connecting smartphone and TV applications together using their own
SDK. Samsung Smart TV even recommend to use Movls developer platform in their recent
developer contest ”Free the TV challenge” 2012[99].Although no progress was made using
Movl either since the application key did not work. After communicating with the staff at
Movl and identifying that the location in Singapore probably was the problem, as the appli-
cation key worked in Sweden and at their office in the United States, the decision was made
to not include synchronization of smart devices in the prototype since too much time were
spend on solving the problem.

Other problems that was found was that the provided WYSIWYG editor stopped working
after a while and displayed all controls that was added down in one corner of the screen.
The design of the real application was not effected though unless changes was made in the
corrupted design editor, then the controls current position was saved and everything got
placed in the bottom of the screen. The solution chosen was to stop using the editor and
program all design and positioning from scratch instead. Unfortunately no place for bug
reports where found at Samsungs developer site so the bug was not reported.

Problems was also found of customizing Samsungs default controls like buttons and input
boxes. For example changing the background color of a button was not possible and had to
be solved by changing the color of the div containing the button and give it rounded corners.
The result was not perfect but was said to work for the prototype because of time constraint.
Samsungs own input boxes can not be made into a password field, replacing the characters
inserted with * symbols. The solution for that was to have one users personal information
already filled in when entering the login function, just to display how it will look like. It
is possible to insert text in both input fields but the password field will still display the
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Figure 50: A high-tech prototype of the popup for syncing a smart device to the TV appli-
cation Quiz TV

letters inserted which is an unacceptable behavior. In the future the controls used should
not be the default once provided by Samsungs SDK but HTMLs own components for easier
customization.
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Figure 51: The Game finished view in the high-tech prototype of the Quiz TV application
displaying the total score and shortcuts to the highscore list and the main menu
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6 The future of Smart TV

As people today have a multitasking way of watching TV and would like a more interactive
way of watching TV as stated in Section 4 the future for Smart TV looks bright. However
only 51% of Smart TV owners today have their TV connected to the internet. Without
an internet connection the special functionalities of the Smart TV as access to the internet
browser and applications are lost. If users are not connecting the Smart TV to their own
network for accessing content from other connected devices all functionalities of the Smart
TV is lost and the TV is used as an ordinary, traditional TV. The reason why most people
have not connected their Smart TV to the internet is that they do not need to use that ser-
vice, answered by 46% of the non connected owners. The second most common answer is
that they have a laptop or computer that they use instead. Although 24% say that they have
not really thought about it, 21% say that they do not know enough about it and 16% says
that they do not know how to connect. This shows that people still knows too little about
Smart TVs. The Smart TV industries have to get better in informing about what Smart TV
is, how it works and its possibilities before Connected TV can get its break trough[100].
Other things that needs to be considered are listed in Section 3.4 and includes security risks
like personal information leakage, ways to update the TV and that collaboration is neces-
sary between content providers broadcasters and technology players to agree on mutually
beneficial business models.

Of the connected Smart TV owners 81% say that it has become an important way of watch-
ing TV for them. This shows that the owners are happy with their device and will probably
not go back to a traditional TV when it is time to buy a new one. 75% of people familiar
with Smart TV and 95% of Smart TV owners thinks that nearly all TV sets will be con-
nected to the internet in the near future[100]. For that to be reality three areas have to be
further developed including connectivity, content and functionality.

In terms of connectivity, broadband need to be faster, cheaper and more common[57]. With
more households equipped with good internet connections the Smart TV can work up to its
potential[101].

With more content available on the Smart TV the TV consumers have a greater possibility
to find something they like. 62% of people familiar with Smart TVs and 93% of Smart TV
owners thinks that more online services are needed for Smart TV to get its break through.
The content needs to be easy to access, compelling to use and user friendly for the users to
use it[100], see Section 3.1.1.

Additional content, control and engagement trough second screens are also going to play a
big part in the TV viewing experience in the future[66][100]. More applications that enables
a more engaged way of watching TV and drive viewing will become available across a
variety of platforms. Program makers have to make up their mind about if they are going
to invest all their resources in making main screen content as good as possible or divide the
resources to include the second screen. Involving the second screen can result in additional
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and also more attentive viewers which means greater revenue potential[75]. Application
developers should also look into second screens as an area of revenue potentials.

Finally the functionality of the Smart TV have to be developed, enabling better, personalized
recommendation services for TV content and applications and make it easier for second
screen applications to communicate with the TV[102]. Different ways to control the TV
such as by voice and gesture control are requested by today’s Smart TV owners. 65%
of Smart TV owners think that using gestures to control the TV would be a better way
than using a remote control. 62% would prefer a voice control function before the remote
control[100]. The gesture and voice control functionality available today on a couple of
Samsungs Smart TVs are not that accurate and responsive. Although they can be a good
candidate to replace some control functionalities as insertion of text and game control in the
future, see Section 3.2.3.

The Smart TV has not had its big break trough yet but Informa Telecoms & Media predicts
in their research about Connected TVs and and Pay-TV 2012 that there will be 570 million
homes worldwide with a connected-TV device by 2016[103], see graph in Figure 52.

Figure 52: Global, pay-TV and connected-TV homes forecast, 2011-2016[103]
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7 Result

This thesis has explored the possibilities of developing Smart TV applications that take ad-
vantage of the content available on the TV as well as engaging the user in a more interactive
way of watching TV. Different ways of interacting with a TV have been analysed and the
best interaction tools available today for different types of interactions have been stated.
The result consists of guidelines for how to develop Smart TV applications, an analyse of
today’s TV consumers and the future of Smart TV, as well as a prototype of an interactive
TV application, Quiz TV, that takes advantages of the content of the TV and engages the
user in a more interactive way of watching TV. The goal of this thesis consisted of answer-
ing the questions stated in Section 1.1. The goal is said to be reached and the answers are
listed bellow:

How do you develop Smart TV applications that takes advantages of the content on
the TV?

To develop an application that uses the content available on the TV, what type of content
have to be considered? Different Smart TV platform providers enable different types of
content to be retrieved from the TV. Samsung Smart TV platform provides a wide range
of content including information about the TV, available channels and what the user are
currently watching. Other platform providers do not enable as much TV content to be
retrieved. Google TV only provides a list of channels available and Smart TV alliance and
Viera Connect can only see which country and language that are used on the TV. Smart
TV alliance can also determine the manufacturer of the TV. Finally Yahoo! Connected TV
does not support any TV related content to be retrieved from the TV, at least no information
about that was found. More information about all retrievable content divided by platform
can be read in Section 3.1.3.

The choice of platform for developing the TV application should be based on what type of
TV content that the developers desire to take advantage of. Samsung Smart TV is a safe
choice as it provides the biggest range of available content. Yahoo! Connected TV on the
other hand does not support retrieval of any TV related content and is therefore not a suitable
platform choice for that type of application. After choosing a platform the developers then
have to read and follow guidelines to be able to develop an as good TV application as
possible and meet the platform specific requirements. A list of guidelines that should be
followed when developing Smart TV applications is described in Section 3.1.1 and includes
general principles as well as platform specific once.

Do people want to be able to interact with the TV while watching it or is the TV a
product that takes the viewers to another world where they can relax with no need to
engage themselves?

The way of watching TV has changed during the last decade. Earlier the TV experience
was relaxed, shared with friends and family and the TV was given the full attention. Today
the TV consumers are multitasking in front of the TV, using second screens for activities
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related as well as non related to what they are watching on the TV. People today are already
engaging with the TV content by searching for more information, participating in ”play
along” games and discussing shows on social networks on their second screens, see Section
4.

A literature study described in Section 4.2, shows that today’s TV consumers want a more
interactive way of watching TV. Especially the so called ”Borderless” consumers which
owns and likes technical devices. However, the level of interaction that the TV consumers
want to participate in differs from person to person and some are not interested at all. The
focus group for the application about to be developed is therefore important to analyse
to find the right level of engagement. The overall conclusion is that there is a future for
applications that enables a more interactive way of watching TV.

What way of interacting with the TV is the best to use for different types of actions?

The different types of interaction tools that was analysed were; The traditional remote con-
trol, keyboard, mouse, smart devices and Samsungs new gesture and voice control.

The result was that the remote control is the most suitable for controlling the TVs volume
and channels. Smartphone and tablet applications as well as the remote control are the best
way to control video interactions like play, rewind and pause. The keyboard is most suitable
for inserting text and to control games like maneuvering a car. The mouse is the fastest and
easiest way to navigate in menus and to brows the web.

The gesture and voice recognition available today’s are not as responsive and accurate as
needed. That makes it hard for them to compete with the other trustworthy interaction tools
for the TV. Although in the future the voice control have a high potential to be the best way
of inserting short texts and the gesture control could enable a fun way to control motion
games. The game Angry birds[47] has just been released and seems to work well with
gesture control.

The future for Smart TV looks good as it has the possibility to provide a more interactive
way of watching TV trough TV applications, which is wished for by today’s TV consumers.
The prototype of the TV application developed during this master thesis engages the user
in a more interactive way of watching TV by letting the users play a quiz related to what
is shown on the TV while watching it. A user test of the application’s user interface gave
positive result. Comments and problems found were taken into consideration and addressed
in a redesign. The application is therefore said to be user friendly. Most of the test persons
said that they would play the game if it existed for real and would like a more interactive
way of watching TV. The future of this application as well as Smart TVs is therefore seen
as bright.
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8 Discussion

The research about Smart TV, TV consumers and their willingness to interact with the TV
went well. It shows a bright future for interactive TV applications as today’s TV consumers
have a very active way of watching TV and would like a more interactive way of watching
TV. Although the current condition for developing more interactive TV applications is not
optimal. During the implementation of the high-tech prototype of the Quiz TV application
Samsung Smart TV SDK was used and a lot a weaknesses were found. The emulator had
a tendency to crash, guides in the developer forum did not work and the WYSIWYG editor
that was suppose to ease the design process bugged and made it harder instead. The worst
thing was that a place to report bugs were nowhere to be found, so information about these
flaws will take a very long time to reach the company and have a chance to be fixed.

Better editors, emulators and guides have to be provided to ease the development process
for Smart TV developers and make them want to invest in producing Smart TV applications.
Even though a lot of flaws were found in Samsungs developer platform it still seems to be
the best one out there, providing the best help for the developers to create their applications.
Google TV is seen as the second best choice while the other Smart TV platforms provide a
very limited amount of help and guidelines to support their developers.

The Smart TV is going to include a new field that needs to be thought of, the security. With
a future of advanced recommendation systems based on the users personal information, how
to prevent problems as information leakages needs to be thought of. This gets extra crucial
as newer TV models includes a camera for gesture recognition. No one want unauthorized
people to get access to the camera and intruding on their personal life. With internet avail-
able on the TV the question about viruses is raised. Will the TV suddenly be able to catch
a virus? Do we need to install firewalls and anti-virus softwares on our TVs in the future?
These are security issues that the Smart TV industry have to think about and invest in.

With the discussed flaws in mind the future still looks good for Smart TV and the Quiz TV
application. Although the Quiz TV application have some restrictions.

8.1 Restrictions and future work for the Quiz TV application

The prototype of the Quiz TV application today only shows the basic functionalities of the
application. The following functions needs to be implemented before taking the step from
a prototype to a real application:

• A database storing the users personal information, login information as well as the
quiz questions should be constructed and connected to a server.

• The login functionality available now are only for show and accuracy needs to be
checked with the future server.
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• The quizzes and questions should be retrieved from the server.

• Functionality to sync a Smart device to the TV application needs to be implemented

• A web interface for answering the questions from the smart device has to be imple-
mented

• Functionality to sort and search for quizzes in the library view need to be implemented

• Design and functionality of the not yet implemented views also need to be done:

– Quiz list view after choosing a program, seen in Figure 39.

– TV Schedule view

– Highscore view

– Invite friends view

– Invitations view, from the main menu

– Quiz overview

– Settings view

Before launching the application another user test should be done to see if the implemented
version of the application is as user friendly as the low-tech version. To use a paper-based
prototype and an implemented one is not the same and new problems and difficulties can
arise. The test is also to see if the problems found in the first user test was solved during the
redesign of the prototype.

To enable a constant flow of new quizzes without the need of paying someone to do them
a web site should be developed where the every day users can construct their own quizzes.
Taking advantages of the knowledge and enthusiasm of fans of TV shows and people that
wants to show off their knowledge.

Today the application cannot be launched in Europe because the European market only
allows fullscreen applications, see Section 3.1.2. That is because the local broadcasters
do not allow their TV channels to be shown inside an application. Since this application
encourage the TV consumers to watch more broadcasted TV, making it easier to play the
quiz together with others in another household, the evaluator thinks that the broadcasting
companies soon are going to see the advantages with interactive TV applications and change
their policies to make it possible for single-wide and ticker applications to be launched even
in Europe.

The future of the Quiz TV application is seen as bright since most of the participants in
the user test said that they would play the game if it existed for real and wanted a more
interactive way of watching TV.
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A NGOMSL test of different ways to interact
with a Smart TV

GOMS is a goal oriented model for usability testing and is an acronym of: Goals, Opera-
tions, Methods and Selection rules. The GOMS method used for evaluating the different
ways to interact with a Smart TV is called NGOMSL, Natural GOMS Language Test[3].
See Section 3.2 to learn why this model was chosen. NGOMSL model is based on calcu-
lating the execution and the learning time to reach and to learn how to perform specified
goals. Each stated goal is broken down into one or several methods which contains steps
that describes how to reach that goal[3].

To calculate the learning and execution time the following formulas was used[3]:

Pure Method Learning Time = Learning time parameter
* Number of NGOMSL statement to be learned.

Where:

Learning Time Parameter = 30 sec for rigorous procedure training
17 sec for typical learning situation

Execution Time = NGOMSL statement time + Primitive External Operator Time
+ Analyst-defined Mental Operator Time + Waiting Time

The Learning Time is based on a Learning Time Parameter multiplied by the sum of all
NGOMSL steps. The Learning Time Parameter used in this evaluation is 17 seconds based
on that the items to be learned is said to be very basic and does not need rigorous procedure
training.

The execution time is based on the actual NGOMSL statements executed during a specified
occasion of use multiplied by 0.1. To that the Primitive external operator time is added
calculated from the executed primitive operators. All operators except the mental operators
M and waiting time W, multiplied with their specific time estimation are retrieved from the
Keystroke-Level Model . The Analyst-defined mental operation time is then calculated by
multiplying all mental operations, M, with their estimated time; 1.2 sec and added to the
previous time. Finally the total time that the user is waiting for the system to respond or get
in to a certain state is added and the total execution time are calculated[3].

Several goals was stated for each type of interaction with the Smart TV. Those goals and
their methods are listed bellow divided into their corresponding category to ease the eval-
uation and the readability. The execution time and learning time is calculated after every
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primary goal. The times are thereafter used to compare the different ways to interact to see
which type of interaction that is the most suitable for which type of actions, see Tables 2-13
on page 28-30 for a summation of the result.

A.1 Watch TV

When calculating the execution times for changing the channel and volume using their
up/down buttons the desired channel and volume are said to be located 2 button presses
away. The waiting times are said to be;

Time for TV to turn on = 10 sek
Time for TV to turn off = 0.5 sec
Time for channel to change = 1 sec
Time for volume to change = 0.1 sec

These are time estimations based on the Samsung Smart TV that was used during the test.
Since the waiting times are consistent during all kinds of tests the accuracy of the estima-
tions are not that important.

A.1.1 Remote control

Method for goal: Turn on TV

Step 1. Localize the power button (M)

Step 2. Press power button (K)

Step 3. Wait until the TV is fully turned on (W(t))

Step 4. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 85 Execution Time = 11.98

Method for goal: Turn off TV

Step 1. Localize the power button (M)

Step 2. Press power button (K)

Step 3. Wait until the TV is fully turned off (W(t))

Step 4. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 85 Execution Time = 2.48

Selection rule set for goal: change channel

If the current channel is far away from the desired channel,

Then accomplish goal: Change channel using numeric buttons
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If the current channel is close to the desired channel,

Then accomplish goal: Change channel using channel up/down buttons.

Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Change channel using numeric buttons

Step 1. Localize next character in channel number (M)

Step 2. Localize the same character button on remote control (M)

Step 3. Press button (K)

Step 4. Decide: If desired channel have number left, then go to step 1. (M)

Step 5. Watch channel change (W(t))

Step 6. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 119 Execution Time = 9.86

Method for goal: Change channel using channel up/down buttons

Step 1. Localize channel up/down button (M)

Step 2. Press channel up/down button (K)

Step 3. Watch channel change (W(t))

Step 4. Decide: If desired channel is reached, Then return with goal accomplished.
(M)

Step 5. Go to step 2.

Learning Time = 102 Execution Time = 7.6

Method for goal: Change volume

Step 1. Localize volume down button (M)

Step 2. Press volume down button (K)

Step 3. Wait for volume to change (W(t))

Step 4. Decide: If desired volume is reached, Then return with goal accomplished. (M)

Step 5. Go to step 2.

Learning Time = 102 Execution Time = 5,36
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A.1.2 Keyboard and mouse

It is not possible to control the TV functions with a keyboard or a mouse.

A.1.3 Smartphone and tablet

It is not possible to turn on the TV with a smartphone or tablet.

Method for goal: Turn off TV

Step 1. Localize the power button (M)

Step 2. Press power button (K)

Step 3. Wait until the TV is fully turned off (W(t))

Step 4. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 85 Execution Time = 2.48

Selection rule set for goal: change channel

If the current channel is far away from desired channel,

Then accomplish goal: Change channel using numeric buttons

If the current channel is close the desired channel,

Then accomplish goal: Change channel using channel up/down buttons.

If the user wants to use the swipe function,

Then accomplish goal: Change channel using swipe function

Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Change channel using numeric buttons

Step 1. Localize next character in channel number (M)

Step 2. Localize the same character button on remote control (M)

Step 3. Press button (K)

Step 4. Decide: If desired channel have number left, then go to step 1. (M)

Step 5. Watch channel change (W(t))

Step 6. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 119 Execution Time = 9.86

Method for goal: Change channel using channel up/down buttons
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Step 1. Recall that navigation buttons are on a screen under the active one (M)

Step 2. Swipe up to visualize the screen (BB)

Step 3. Localize channel up button (M)

Step 4. Press channel up button (K)

Step 5. Watch channel change (W(t))

Step 6. Decide: If desired channel is reached, then return with goal accomplished. (M)

Step 7. Go to Step 2.

Learning Time = 136 Execution Time = 10.16

Method for goal: Change channel using swipe function

Step 1. Localize channel down button (M)

Step 2. Swipe finger from channel button up to channel button down (BB)

Step 3. Watch channel change (W(t))

Step 4. Decide: If desired channel is reached, then return with goal accomplished. (M)

Step 5. Go to step 2.

Learning Time = 102 Execution Time = 7

Selection rule set for goal: Change volume

If the user wants to change the volume using the volume up/down button,

Then accomplish goal: Change volume

If the user wants to use the swipe function,

Then accomplish goal: Change volume with swipe function

Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Change volume

Step 1. Localize volume up/down button (M)

Step 2. Press volume down button (K)

Step 3. Wait for volume to change (W(t))

Step 4. Decide: If desired volume is reached, Then return with goal accomplished. (M)

Step 5. Go to step 2.
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Learning Time = 102 Execution Time = 5,36

Method for goal: Change volume with swipe function

Step 1. Localize volume down button (M)

Step 2. Swipe finger from volume up button to volume down (BB)

Step 3. Wait for volume to change (W(t))

Step 4. Decide: If desired volume is reached, Then return with goal accomplished. (M)

Step 5. Go to step 2.

Learning Time = 102 Execution Time = 5,2

A.2 Insert Text

The methods are written to describe the general way to insert any desired text although the
execution time is calculated on the specific word “%television”. The word was chosen based
on that it is the word used to test the “speech to text”-function of Samsungs new Smart TVs
that enables voice control in one of the YouTube clip studied[48]. The percentage sign tag
was added to include some special characters.

Some methods includes the XT9 function that suggests words to be written based on already
inserted characters. The word “%television” appears amongst the suggested words when the
user have inserted ”%tele”. The user can then choose the suggested word and does not have
to write the whole word.

A.2.1 Remote control

Selection rule set for goal: insert text

If the user wants to use the numeric buttons to insert text,

Then accomplish goal: Insert text with Keypad.

If the user wants to use the numeric buttons with XT9 functionalities,

Then accomplish goal: Insert text with the Keypad of XT9 type

If the user wants to insert text using an on screen QWERTY keyboard,

Then accomplish goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard

If the user wants to insert text using an on screen QWERTY keyboard with XT9,

Then accomplish goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard with XT9

Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Insert text with keypad
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Step 1. Localize next character in desired input text (M)

Step 2. Recall if the character is of another type than the current input setting then go
to and accomplish goal: Change input settings (M)

Step 3. Localize the character on the screen and its corresponding keypad number (M)

Step 4. Recall if the character is not visible on the screen then go to and accomplish
goal: Display more input characters (M)

Step 5. Localize the number button on the remote control (M)

Step 6. Press button (K)

Step 7. Decide if the desired character was not entered go to step 6 (M)

Step 8. Decide if the desired text is entered then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 9. Go to step 1

Learning Time = 374 Execution Time = 152,44

Method for goal: Change input settings

Step 1. Localize TTX/MIX button on the TV screen to change input settings to differ-
ent types of characters. (M)

Step 2. Localize the TTX/MIX button on remote (M)

Step 3. Press TTX/MIX button (K)

Step 4. Decide: if the new setting is of the same type the desired character (M)

Step 5. Go to step 3

Method for goal: Display more input characters

Step 1. Localize “>>” button on the TV screen to display more available characters in
that input setting (M)

Step 2. Localize the >> button on the remote control (M)

Step 3. Press >> button (K)

Step 4. Decide: if the desired character is visible then return with goal accomplished
(M)

Step 5. Go to step 3

Method for goal: Insert text with the Keypad of XT9 type

Step 1. Localize next character in desired input word (M)
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Step 2. Recall if the character is of another type than the current input setting then go
to and accomplish goal: Change input settings (M)

Step 3. Localize the character on the screen and its corresponding keypad number (M)

Step 4. Recall if the character is not visible on the screen then go to and accomplish
goal: Change page in input settings (M)

Step 5. Localize the number button on the remote control (M)

Step 6. Press button (K)

Step 7. Localize the proposed words in the top of the screen (M)

Step 8. Recall if desired word is included among those words then go to and accom-
plish goal: Choose proposed word (M)

Step 9. Decide if the desired text is entered then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 10. Recall if all characters are inserted and the desired word is not amongst the
words in the top then go to and accomplish goal: Insert text with the keypad
(M)

Step 11. Go to step 1

Learning Time = 408 Execution Time = 67,54

Method for goal: Choose proposed word

Step 1. Localize desired word (M)

Step 2. Localize the “>>” button (M)

Step 3. Press >> button (K)

Step 4. Recall if desired word is not selected then go to step 3 (M)

Step 5. Localize the enter button (M)

Step 6. Press enter to select the word (K)

Step 7. Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard

Step 1. Localize next character in desired input word (M)

Step 2. If the character is of another type than the current input setting then go to and
accomplish goal: Change on screen keyboard input settings (M)

Step 3. Recall in which direction the cursor have to move to reach the same position
(M)

Step 4. Localize that directions button
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Step 5. Press that directions button (K)

Step 6. If the cursor is not on the same position as the desired character then go to step
3 (M)

Step 7. Localize enter button (M)

Step 8. Press enter to input character (K)

Step 9. Decide if the desired text is entered then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 10. Go to step 1

Learning Time = 425 Execution Time = 266,58

Method for goal: Change on screen keyboard input settings

Step 1. Localize button with a 1 and a star. (M)

Step 2. Recall in which direction the cursor have to move to reach the same position
(M)

Step 3. Localize that directions button (M)

Step 4. Press that directions button (K)

Step 5. Recall if the cursor is not on the same position as the desired character then go
to step 2 (M)

Step 6. Localize the enter button (M)

Step 7. Press enter to change setting (K)

Step 8. Recall if desired character is showing return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 9. Locate the >>button (M)

Step 10. Press >>button (K)

Step 11. Go to step 8

Method for goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard with XT9

Step 1. Localize next character in desired input word (M)

Step 2. If the character is of another type than the current input setting then go to and
accomplish goal: Change on screen keyboard input settings (M)

Step 3. Recall in which direction the cursor have to move to reach the same position as
the character (M)

Step 4. Localize that directions button

Step 5. Press that directions button (K)
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Step 6. If the cursor is not on the same position as the desired character then go to step
3 (M)

Step 7. Localize enter button (M)

Step 8. Press enter to input character (K)

Step 9. Localize the proposed words in the top of the screen (M)

Step 10. Recall if desired word is included among those words then go to and accom-
plish goal: Choose proposed word (M)

Step 11. Decide if the desired text is entered then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 12. Go to step 1

Learning Time = 459 Execution Time = 164,02

A.2.2 Keyboard

Method for goal: Insert text

Step 1. Localize next character in desired input text (M)

Step 2. Localize character on keyboard (M)

Step 3. Recall if the character is of another type than the current input setting then go
to and accomplish goal: Change input settings (M)

Step 4. Press the key that represents that character (K)

Step 5. Release eventually pushed buttons (B)

Step 6. Decide: if the desired text is entered then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 7. Go to step 1

Learning Time = 238 Execution Time = 67,18

Method for goal: Change input settings

Step 1. Recall which buttons to press to access that character (M)

Step 2. Localize button to press on the keyboard (M)

Step 3. Press and hold that button (B)

Step 4. Recall if there is other buttons that needs to be pressed then Go to step 3 (M)

Step 5. Return with goal accomplished
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A.2.3 Mouse

Selection rule set for goal: Insert text

If the user wants to use the numeric buttons to insert text then

accomplish goal: Insert text with Keypad.

If the user wants to use the numeric buttons with XT9 functionalities, then

accomplish goal: Insert text with the Keypad of T9 type

If the user wants to insert text using an on screen QWERTY keyboard then

accomplish goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard

If the user wants to insert text using an on screen QWERTY keyboard with XT9 then

accomplish goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard with XT9

Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Insert text with keypad

Step 1. Localize next character in desired input text (M)

Step 2. Recall if the character is of another type than the current input setting then go
to and accomplish goal: Change input settings (M)

Step 3. Localize the character on the screen (M)

Step 4. If the character is not visible on the screen then go to and accomplish goal:
Change page in input settings (M)

Step 5. Move pointer to character location (P)

Step 6. Click button (K)

Step 7. Decide if the desired character was not entered go to step 6 (M)

Step 8. Decide if the desired text is entered then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 9. Go to step 1

Learning Time = 374 Execution Time = 115,86

Method for goal: Change input settings

Step 1. Localize TTX/MIX button on the TV screen to change input settings to differ-
ent types of characters. (M)

Step 2. Move pointer to TTX/MIX button (P)

Step 3. Click button (K)

Step 4. Decide: if the new setting is the desired one and the user can see their character
then return with goal accomplished (M)
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Step 5. Go to step 3

Method for goal: Display more input characters

Step 1. Localize “>>” button on the TV screen to display more available characters in
that input setting (M)

Step 2. Move pointer to >>button (P)

Step 3. Click button (K)

Step 4. Decide: if the desired character is visible then return with goal accomplished
(M)

Step 5. Go to step 3

Method for goal: Insert text with the Keypad of XT9 type

Step 1. Localize next character in desired input word (M)

Step 2. If the character is of another type than the current input setting then go to and
accomplish goal: Change input settings (M)

Step 3. If the character is not visible on the screen then go to and accomplish goal:
Change page in input settings (M)

Step 4. Move pointer to character button (P)

Step 5. Click button (K)

Step 6. Localize the proposed words in the top of the screen (M)

Step 7. If desired word is included among those words then go to and accomplish goal:
Choose proposed word (M)

Step 8. Decide if the desired text is entered then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 9. If all characters is inserted and the desired word is not amongst the words in
the top then go to and accomplish goal: Insert text with the keypad

Step 10. Go to step 1

Learning Time = 476 Execution Time = 72,26

Method for goal: Choose proposed word

Step 1. Localize desired word (M)

Step 2. Move pointer to desired word (P)

Step 3. Press button to select the word (K)

Step 4. Return with goal accomplished
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Method for goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard

Step 1. Localize next character in desired input word (M)

Step 2. Recall if the character is of another type than the current input setting then go
to and accomplish goal: Change on screen keyboard input settings (M)

Step 3. Localize the character on the screen (M)

Step 4. Move pointer to character position (P)

Step 5. Click button (K)

Step 6. Decide if the desired text is entered then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 7. Go to step 1

Learning Time = 289 Execution Time = 88,82

Method for goal: Change on screen keyboard input settings

Step 1. Localize button with a 1 and a star. (M)

Step 2. Move pointer to that position (P)

Step 3. Click the button (K)

Step 4. Recall if desired character is showing return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 5. Locate the “>>” button (M)

Step 6. Move pointer to >> button (P)

Step 7. Click button (K)

Step 8. Go to step 4

Method for goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard with XT9

Step 1. Localize next character in desired input word (M)

Step 2. Recall if the character is of another type than the current input setting then go
to and accomplish goal: Change on screen keyboard input settings (M)

Step 3. Localize the character on the screen (M)

Step 4. Move pointer to character position (P)

Step 5. Click button (K)

Step 6. Localize the proposed words in the top of the screen (M)

Step 7. Recall if desired word is included among those words then go to and accom-
plish goal: Choose proposed word (M)
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Step 8. Decide if the desired text is entered then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 9. Go to step 1

Learning Time = 374 Execution Time = 51,44

A.2.4 Smartphone and tablet

The way to insert text on a smartphone and tablet is the same as on the remote control except
for apps that includes a text input field that enables the user to use the build in keyboard of
the smart device.

Selection rule set for goal: Insert text

If the application has a special function for inserting text then

accomplish goal: Insert text with build in function.

If the user wants to use the numeric buttons to insert text then

accomplish goal: Insert text with Keypad.

If the user wants to use the numeric buttons with XT9 functionalities, then

accomplish goal: Insert text with the Keypad of XT9 type

If the user wants to insert text using an on screen QWERTY keyboard then

accomplish goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard

If the user wants to insert text using an on screen QWERTY keyboard with XT9 then

accomplish goal: Insert text with on screen keyboard with XT9

Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Insert text with build in function.

Step 1. Localize insert text field (M)

Step 2. Click on insert text field (K)

Step 3. Localize next character in desired input text (M)

Step 4. Recall if the character is of another type than the current input setting then go
to and accomplish goal: Change input settings (M)

Step 5. Localize the key that represent that character (M)

Step 6. Press the key that represents that character (K)

Step 7. Decide: if the desired text is not yet entered then go to step 3 (M)

Step 8. Localize send button (M)

Step 9. Click on send button (K)

Step 10. Return with goal accomplished
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Learning Time = 306 Execution Time = 69,22

Method for goal: Change input settings

Step 1. Localize the 123 (or ABC) button (M)

Step 2. Click on the 123 (or ABC) button (K)

Step 3. Decide if desired character is visible then return with goal accomplished (M)

Step 4. Localize the #+= (or 123) button (M)

Step 5. Click on the #+= (or 123) button (K)

Step 6. Return with goal accomplished

A.3 Menu Navigation

The Smart TVs main menu Smart Hub was used for the calculations of the time it takes to
navigate in TV menues. The task was to open Smart hub and enter the application ”AllShare
Play” located in the bottom left of the screen. The only waiting time in this task is for Smart
Hub to load and that is said take 1 second.

A.3.1 Remote control

Method for goal: Navigate to the application AllShare Play

Step 1. Localize Smart Hub button (M)

Step 2. Press Smart Hub button (K)

Step 3. Wait for Smart Hub to load (W(t))

Step 4. Localize the AllShare Play application (M)

Step 5. Localize the navigation down button (M)

Step 6. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 7. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 8. Localize the navigation left button (M)

Step 9. Press navigation left button (K)

Step 10. Press navigation left button (K)

Step 11. Localize the enter button (M)

Step 12. Press enter (K)

Step 13. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 238 Execution Time = 10,08
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A.3.2 Keyboard

Method for goal: Navigate to the application AllShare Play

Step 1. Recall that pressing the windows button access the correct menu (M)

Step 2. Press windows button (K)

Step 3. Localize Support option (M)

Step 4. Press and hold navigation down (B)

Step 5. Recall when the last option is in focus (M)

Step 6. Release navigation button down (B)

Step 7. Press enter to select (K)

Step 8. Localize Smart Hub option (M)

Step 9. Press and hold navigation down (B)

Step 10. Recall when the last option is in focus (M)

Step 11. Release navigation button down (B)

Step 12. Press enter to select Smart Hub (K)

Step 13. Wait for Smart Hub to load (W(t))

Step 14. Localize the AllShare Play application (M)

Step 15. Localize the navigation down button (M)

Step 16. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 17. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 18. Localize the navigation left button (M)

Step 19. Press navigation left button (K)

Step 20. Press navigation left button (K)

Step 21. Localize enter button (M)

Step 22. Press enter (K)

Step 23. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 408 Execution Time = 11,08
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A.3.3 Mouse

Method for goal: Navigate to the application AllShare Play

Step 1. Recall that pressing the priory button access a Go to menu (M)

Step 2. Press priory button (K)

Step 3. Localize Smart Hub option (M)

Step 4. Click Smart Hub option (K)

Step 5. Wait for Smart Hub to load (W(t))

Step 6. Localize AllShare Play (M)

Step 7. Move pointer to AllShare Play position (P)

Step 8. Click application button (K)

Step 9. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 170 Execution Time = 7,54

A.3.4 Smartphone and tablet

Method for goal: Navigate to the application AllShare Play

Step 1. Localize Smart Hub button (M)

Step 2. Press Smart Hub button (K)

Step 3. Wait for Smart Hub to load (W(t))

Step 4. Localize the AllShare Play application (M)

Step 5. Recall the swipe navigation function in the bottom right corner (M)

Step 6. Press the swipe navigation tab in the bottom right corner (K)

Step 7. Localize the left navigation button (M)

Step 8. Swipe finger to the left (BB)

Step 9. Swipe finger to the left (BB)

Step 10. Localize the down navigation button (M)

Step 11. Swipe finger down (BB)

Step 12. Swipe finger down (BB)

Step 13. Recall that tapping on the screen indicates enter (M)

Step 14. Tap on the screen (K)

Step 15. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 272 Execution Time = 11,44
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A.4 Browser

The Samsung Smart TVs own home page was chosen for the calculations of the time it takes
to navigate in a browser. The interaction includes navigation to the sub-cathegory Mobile
& gadgets that is located under the ”Tech” cathegory and choosing the fourth article. The
only waiting time included in this time calculations is the time it takes for a page to load
which is said to be 5 seconds. This is based on several timings performed on the available
Smart TV.

A.4.1 Remote control

Selection rule set for goal: Read forth article in Mobile & gadgets in the home website
under the Tech category.

If the user wants to navigate by jumping between links,

Then accomplish goal: Navigate by link browsing.

If the user wants to navigate by using the pointer,

Then accomplish goal: Navigate by pointer browsing.

Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Navigate by link browsing

Step 1. Localize Tech category link (M)

Step 2. Localize navigation down button on remote (M)

Step 3. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 4. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 5. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 6. Localize navigation right button (M)

Step 7. Press navigation right button (K)

Step 8. Localize navigation down button for entering the category (M)

Step 9. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 10. Localize sub category Mobile & gadgets (M)

Step 11. Localize navigation button left (M)

Step 12. Press navigation left button (K)

Step 13. Localize enter button (M)

Step 14. Press enter button (K)

Step 15. Wait for page to load (W(t))
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Step 16. Localize forth article (M)

Step 17. Localize navigation down button (M)

Step 18. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 19. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 20. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 21. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 22. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 23. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 24. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 25. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 26. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 27. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 28. Localize enter button to enter article (M)

Step 29. Press enter button (K)

Step 30. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 527 Execution Time = 25,14

Method for goal: Navigate by pointer browsing

Step 1. Localize Tech category link (M)

Step 2. Localize navigation down button on remote (M)

Step 3. Press and hold down button (B)

Step 4. Recall when pointer is in line with categories (M)

Step 5. Release button (B)

Step 6. Localize navigation right button (M)

Step 7. Press and hold right button (B)

Step 8. Recall when pointer is in line with categories Tech (M)

Step 9. Release button (B)

Step 10. Localize navigation button down (M)

Step 11. Press and hold down button (B)

Step 12. Recall when pointer is in line with sub categories (M)
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Step 13. Release button (B)

Step 14. Localize sub category Mobile & gadgets (M)

Step 15. Localize navigation button left (M)

Step 16. Press and hold left button (B)

Step 17. Recall when pointer is in line with Mobile & gadgets (M)

Step 18. Release button (B)

Step 19. Localize enter button (M)

Step 20. Press enter button (K)

Step 21. Wait for page to load (W(t))

Step 22. Localize scroll slider (M)

Step 23. Localize navigation right button (M)

Step 24. Press and hold navigation right button (B)

Step 25. Recall when pointer is at the end of the screen (M)

Step 26. Release button (B)

Step 27. Localize navigation down button (M)

Step 28. Press and hold navigation down button (B)

Step 29. Recall when pointer is in the same position as scroll down (M)

Step 30. Release button (B)

Step 31. Localize enter button (M)

Step 32. Press and hold enter button (B)

Step 33. Recall when the fourth article gets visible (M)

Step 34. Release button (B)

Step 35. Localize navigation left button (M)

Step 36. Press and hold left button (B)

Step 37. Recall when pointer is in the same position as the forth article (M)

Step 38. Release button (B)

Step 39. Localize enter button (M)

Step 40. Press enter button (K)

Step 41. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 714 Execution Time = 25,14
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A.4.2 Keyboard

Can only scroll and press enter in browser. Not navigate between links.

A.4.3 Mouse

The time it takes to scroll down is said be 0.67 seconds according to D. Manes et. als article
”Prediction of Destination Entry and Retrieval Times Using Keystroke-Level Models” from
1998[104].

Method for goal: Read forth article in Mobile & gadgets in the home website under the
Tech category.

Step 1. Localize Tech category link (M)

Step 2. Move pointer to Tech location (P)

Step 3. Localize sub categories Mobile & gadgets (M)

Step 4. Move pointer to Mobile & gadgets (P)

Step 5. Click button (K)

Step 6. Wait for page to load (W(t))

Step 7. Scroll down (SD)

Step 8. Localize fourth article (M)

Step 9. Move pointer to the same position as article (P)

Step 10. Click button (K)

Step 11. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 204 Execution Time = 14,33

A.4.4 Smartphone and tablet

Selection rule set for goal: Read forth article in Mobile & gadgets in the home website
under the Tech category.

If the user wants to navigate by jumping between links,

Then accomplish goal: Navigate by link browsing.

If the user wants to navigate by using the pointer,

Then accomplish goal: Navigate by pointer browsing.

Return with goal accomplished

Method for goal: Navigate by link browsing

Step 1. Localize Tech category link (M)
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Step 2. Localize navigation down button on remote (M)

Step 3. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 4. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 5. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 6. Localize navigation right button (M)

Step 7. Press navigation right button (K)

Step 8. Localize navigation down button for entering the category (M)

Step 9. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 10. Localize sub category Mobile & gadgets (M)

Step 11. Localize navigation button left (M)

Step 12. Press navigation left button (K)

Step 13. Localize enter button (M)

Step 14. Press enter button (K)

Step 15. Wait for page to load (W(t))

Step 16. Localize forth article (M)

Step 17. Localize navigation down button (M)

Step 18. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 19. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 20. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 21. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 22. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 23. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 24. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 25. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 26. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 27. Press navigation down button (K)

Step 28. Localize enter button to enter article (M)

Step 29. Press enter button (K)

Step 30. Return with goal accomplished
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Learning Time = 527 Execution Time = 25,14

Method for goal: Navigate by pointer browsing

Step 1. Localize Tech category link (M)

Step 2. Localize navigation down button on remote (M)

Step 3. Press and hold down button (B)

Step 4. Recall when pointer is in line with categories (M)

Step 5. Release button (B)

Step 6. Localize navigation right button (M)

Step 7. Press and hold right button (B)

Step 8. Recall when pointer is in line with categories Tech (M)

Step 9. Release button (B)

Step 10. Localize navigation button down (M)

Step 11. Press and hold down button (B)

Step 12. Recall when pointer is in line with sub categories (M)

Step 13. Release button (B)

Step 14. Localize sub category Mobile & gadgets (M)

Step 15. Localize navigation button left (M)

Step 16. Press and hold left button (B)

Step 17. Recall when pointer is in line with Mobile & gadgets (M)

Step 18. Release button (B)

Step 19. Localize enter button (M)

Step 20. Press enter button (K)

Step 21. Wait for page to load (W(t))

Step 22. Localize scroll slider (M)

Step 23. Localize navigation right button (M)

Step 24. Press and hold navigation right button (B)

Step 25. Recall when pointer is at the end of the screen (M)

Step 26. Release button (B)

Step 27. Localize navigation down button (M)
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Step 28. Press and hold navigation down button (B)

Step 29. Recall when pointer is in the same position as scroll down (M)

Step 30. Release button (B)

Step 31. Localize enter button (M)

Step 32. Press and hold enter button (B)

Step 33. Recall when the fourth article gets visible (M)

Step 34. Release button (B)

Step 35. Localize navigation left button (M)

Step 36. Press and hold left button (B)

Step 37. Recall when pointer is in the same position as the forth article (M)

Step 38. Release button (B)

Step 39. Localize enter button (M)

Step 40. Press enter button (K)

Step 41. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 714 Execution Time = 39,44

A.5 Video

All different video actions like start, stop, rewind and fast forward a movie can be summa-
rized in one single method to localize and pressing a button. The time it takes for the action
to be performed is said to take 0.1 seconds.

A.5.1 Remote control

Method for goal: Control video

Step 1. Localize button for desired action on remote control (M)

Step 2. Press button (K)

Step 3. Wait for TV to perform action (W(t))

Step 4. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 85 Execution Time = 2,08

A.5.2 Keyboard and mouse

The keyboard and mouse can not be used to control video actions.
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A.5.3 Smartphone and tablet

Method for goal: Control video

Step 1. Localize button for desired action on smart device (M)

Step 2. Press button (K)

Step 3. Wait for TV to perform action (W(t))

Step 4. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 85 Execution Time = 2,08

A.6 Game

Two different games where used during the evaluation. One precision game: Dart, and one
manoeuvring game: Toy car. In the game Dart, the time it takes for the pointer to get in the
desired position is said to be 1 second and the time it takes for the arrow to hit the board
is said to be 0,7 seconds. For the Car game the time it takes to reach the desired turn after
car have begun to turn is said to be 1 second. Because of different response time between
different ways to interact the individual response time for the car to start turning is added to
that value:

Remote control: 1 sec

Keyboard: 0,5 sec

Smartphone and tablet: 0,7 sec

The times relies on timings performed on the different interaction tools during the evalua-
tions. It shows that the keyboard is the most responsive tool.

A.6.1 Remote control

Method goal: Shoot an arrow in Dart game

Step 1. Localize enter button to specify position (M)

Step 2. Wait until the pointer is in the desired position (W(t))

Step 3. Press enter button (K)

Step 4. Wait until the pointer is in the desired position (W(t))

Step 5. Press enter button (K)

Step 6. Wait until arrow hits the board (W(t))

Step 7. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 136 Execution Time = 5,26
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Method goal: Turn the car in Toy Car Racing

Step 1. Recall in which direction to turn (M)

Step 2. Localize that navigation button (M)

Step 3. Press and hold navigation button (B)

Step 4. Wait for car to move (W(t))

Step 5. Recall when the desired amount of turn have been made (M)

Step 6. Release navigation button (B)

Step 7. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 136 Execution Time = 6,6

A.6.2 Keyboard

Method goal: Shoot an arrow in Dart game

Step 1. Localize enter button to specify position (M)

Step 2. Wait until the pointer is in the desired position (W(t))

Step 3. Press enter button (K)

Step 4. Wait until the pointer is in the desired position (W(t))

Step 5. Press enter button (K)

Step 6. Wait until arrow hits the board (W(t))

Step 7. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 136 Execution Time = 5,26

Method goal: Turn the car in Toy Car Racing

Step 1. Recall in which direction to turn (M)

Step 2. Localize that navigation button (M)

Step 3. Press and hold navigation button (B)

Step 4. Wait for car to move (W(t))

Step 5. Recall when the desired amount of turn have been made (M)

Step 6. Release navigation button (B)

Step 7. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 136 Execution Time = 6,1
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A.6.3 Mouse

The mouse can not be used to interact with the game applications.

A.6.4 Smartphone and tablet

Method goal: Shoot an arrow in Dart game

Step 1. Localize enter button to specify position (M)

Step 2. Wait until the pointer is in the desired position (W(t))

Step 3. Press enter button (K)

Step 4. Wait until the pointer is in the desired position (W(t))

Step 5. Press enter button (K)

Step 6. Wait until arrow hits the board (W(t))

Step 7. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 136 Execution Time = 5,26

Method goal: Turn the car in Toy Car Racing

Step 1. Recall in which direction to turn (M)

Step 2. Localize that navigation button (M)

Step 3. Press and hold navigation button (B)

Step 4. Wait for car to move (W(t))

Step 5. Recall when the desired amount of turn have been made (M)

Step 6. Release navigation button (B)

Step 7. Return with goal accomplished

Learning Time = 136 Execution Time = 6,3
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B User test

The task, interview questions and result from the user test of the low tech prototype of the
Smart TV application Quiz TV are described in the following sections.

B.1 Tasks to complete

• Start a quiz of the TV show ”Friends” that is airing now (4pm) and answer one ques-
tion.

• Connect a smartphone to the quiz and answer one question from the phone.

• Invite your friend, Jessica, in another place to play.

• Complete the quiz and look at the highscore.

B.2 Interview questions

1. Age

2. Gender

3. Nationality

4. Occupation

5. How often do you watch TV?

6. Do you own a Smart TV?

7. Do you do something else while watching TV?

(a) In that case what?

8. What do you think about the application?

9. Do you think that the quiz takes up too much focus from the TV program?

10. Do you miss any functionalities?

11. Do you think there are any unnecessary functions?

12. Would you prefer to see the answer of a question at once or all of them in the end?

13. Would you like to be able to play against people that you don’t know? Like invite
random player?
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14. Would you play this game if it existed for real?

15. Would you like a more interactive way of watching TV?

B.3 Result

The result from the user test of the low tech prototype can be seen in Table 16 on the next
page.
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